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ABSTRACT

Country Unwrapping Landscape :
Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations) (KWM9)

By Jonathan Kimberley

How can the (Western cultural) landscape paradigm in Australia reconfigure itself in
collaboration with what Tasmanian writer puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) has called
the “fact-reality”1 of Aboriginal Country, through contemporary art practice?

Country Unwrapping Landscape : Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations) (KWM9), a Master
of Fine Arts (Research) thesis combining an exhibition and a written thesis.

Country Unwrapping Landscape is the written component of the thesis (30,000 words including an
exhibition exegesis). The exhibition / studio component of the thesis titled, Kuluntjarra World Map (The
Nine Collaborations), includes nine major collaborative paintings. The thesis as a whole asks whether
intercultural collaborative art practice might begin to recover what has been lost in translation between
Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country. A critique of what I call Postlandscape is central to this
discussion and argues for a new paradigm of landscape art in Australia. This new paradigm eschews the
ambivalent ‘between-space’ of postlandscape for a more reciprocal, collaborative and unlimiting
relationship that I introduce as, working exmodern.

The collaborative nature of the studio component of this thesis is integral to my research question.
KWM9 is a series of nine paintings made collaboratively by Jonathan Kimberley, Ngipi Ward, Pulpurru
Davies, Nancy Carnegie, Manupa Butler, Norma Giles, Jodie Carnegie and Paul Carnegie (Kayili Artists)
in Patjarr, Gibson Desert, Western Australia. It was undertaken over almost two years in Ngaanyatjarra
Country in 2008/09. KWM9 is presented as one example of working exmodern.

1

Everett, Jim, Letter to the author, 16th March 2007. Everett's use of the term 'fact-reality’ describes the inseparable nature of people
and Country. In the context of my previous collaborative project, with Jim Everett, titled meenamatta lena narla puellakanny:
meenamatta water country discussion, 2006/07. Everett writes, “My viewpoint is that I deal with the simple fact-reality, eg. water
country connection, that water flows over and through all-life, and the inanimate world. Our collaboration reached this
understanding as one shared experience and discussion … Hence our desire to assert it in any ongoing discussions that address what
I call the simple, fact-reality of being.”
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PREAMBLE

This dissertation, Country Unwrapping Landscape, is the written component of a Master of Fine Arts
(Research), which also includes a studio component titled Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine
Collaborations) and an exhibition exegesis.

The dissertation is written from the perspective of a

professional working artist, as distinct from a professional art theorist. However, each component
investigates the same question, which is to examine the gap between contemporary art practice and art
theory, in relation to collaborative art practices between Western and Indigenous artists and the inherent
discussion between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country in Australia. I preface this thesis by
saying that it is written entirely from my own, non-Aboriginal, perspective and is entirely based on my
own experience and interpretations.

The ascendancy in the contemporary Australian art world of art made be artists who are Aboriginal (so
called Aboriginal Art) is challenging former categories or definitions of art practice in Australia. In this
context, terms such as ‘landscape’ and ‘collaboration’, and terms of periodisation like modernism and
postmodernism, need to be reconsidered. In order to do this I introduce two new conceptual terms with
which to elucidate some new ways of thinking and working between Indigenous and Western art
traditions. These terms are: Postlandscape and Working Exmodern.

Postlandscape is the central term in the thesis, which I have used to signify a new paradigm of landscape
art that emerged from the conceptual practices of 1960s Western art (eg. Land art) and concurrently with
the discourse of postcolonialism and postmodernism. I examine postlandscape in chapter 3.

Working Exmodern (Latin ex = ‘out of’, combined with the English meaning ‘outside of’) is a working
term that signifies an intercultural and collaborative artistic engagement within the context of
contemporary art. The idea of working exmodern identifies working methodologies and ideologies that at
this moment in time can only be explored rather than defined, but which to some extent describes both the
difficult locus and the inherent potential of what this thesis aims to investigate. I examine working
exmodern in chapter 8.

4
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INTRODUCTION

Why didn’t I become an architect? Answer: Because I thought the blank sheets of
paper on which I was to pour my dreams were blank. But after twenty-five years of
writing, I have come to understand that those pages are never blank. I know very well
now that when I sit down at my table, I am sitting with tradition and with those who
refuse absolutely to bow to rules or to history; I am sitting with things born of
coincidence and disorder, darkness, fear, and dirt, with the past and its ghosts, and
all the things that officialdom and our language wish to forget; I am sitting with fear
and with the dreams to which fear gives rise … But in those days I was a resolute
modernist who wished to escape from the burden, the filth, and the ghost-ridden
twilight that was history – and what’s more, I was an optimistic Westernizer, certain
that all was going to plan.
Orhan Pamuk2

While Orhan Pamuk’s life experience is entirely different from my own, his intercultural and working
experience resonates with me, particularly my own experiences as a visual artist intent on the business of
critiquing Western Landscape in discussion with Aboriginal Country in Australia. When I sit down at my
‘table’ as an artist it is not only in the studio of a painter, or the table of a writer, but rather a tabula nonrasa which extends out into the world, into the immense and absolutely un-blank page of the land into
which I was born. As a non-Aboriginal Australian artist I have a particular relationship with this land,
which I believe entails certain responsibilities. For many years I have been making work which,
hopefully, is beginning to address these responsibilities. Yet I inevitably continue to sit critically and
uncomfortably at the horizon table of Western culture’s seeming inability, and my own postcolonial
difficulty, in moving more reciprocally and productively through the shadow of the Australian Landscape
Tradition towards a truly respectful and meaningful accord with the inherent diversity and belongingness
of Aboriginal Country. Certainly humility has been called for throughout this thesis in developing both
the studio and written components, especially as the project is deepened by its difficulty.

Through a series of paintings and a written dissertation, this thesis develops, examines and critiques the
history of what I call (and will presently explain) postlandscape3 Australian art. I also introduce the idea
of working exmodern4 as a specifically collaborative working ideology, towards a more reciprocal and

2

Pamuk, Orhan. “Why Didn’t I Become an Architect?” In Other Colours, Essays and a Story, New York: Alfred A Knopf, Random
House, 2007, p.307.
3
Kimberley, Jonathan (note: I first used the term postlandscape in, Jonathan Kimberley, urlandscape : postlandscape (blue tier)
2005, Bett Gallery Hobart @ 45 Downstairs, Melbourne, 2005 and Travelling Water (urlandscape : postlandscape) 2005, Bett
Gallery Hobart @ The Depot Gallery, Danks Street, Sydney, 2005).
4

See: Kimberley, Jonathan & Everett, Jim, “Working Exmodern.” Conference Paper, International Imagined Australia Forum,
University of Bari, Italy, 2009 and Kimberley, Jonathan, ‘Not My Garden’, Sydney: Open Manifesto #5, p.170-177,
www.openmanifesto.net Note: In Australia, the contemporary ‘fieldwork’ of late-modernism might be described as postlandscape,
or as ambivalent postmodern “value-added landscape”. Such ‘modernisation’ however assumes synthesis beyond colonial
responsibility, as though the postcolonial global village is the provider of a new divinity absolving its dedicated followers of
responsibility towards those whose Country they are landscaping. ‘Exmodern’, which I suggest has always co-existed with Modern,
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meaningful engagement within the burgeoning artistic ‘discussion’ between Western Landscape and
Aboriginal Country.

The thesis examines the research question:

How can the (Western) landscape paradigm in Australia reconfigure itself in
collaboration with what Tasmanian writer puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) has called
the “fact-reality”5 of Aboriginal Country, through contemporary art practice?

And what are the continuing contemporary implications and reciprocal responsibilities (if
any) for non-Aboriginal artists in Australia considering the meteoric rise of Aboriginal
contemporary art as a form of ‘two-way’ or cross-cultural communication, specifically, in
terms of intercultural collaborative art practice since the since early 1970’s?

The metaphorical starting point for the written thesis is Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s installation,
Wrapped Coast, Little Bay, One Million Square Feet, Sydney, Australia, 1969, which more or less
coincides with the meteoric rise of Aboriginal contemporary art in Australia with the Papunya painting
movement in 1971, and also what artist Imants Tillers called in 1973 ‘The Open Systems World View’ of
conceptual art and postmodernism. The combined effect of these among other factors I suggest, was
instrumental in initiating a new postlandscape art movement in Australia.

The impact of Indigenous art on non-Indigenous Australian artists has been significant since the 1930s.
There has also been considerable influence the other way, evident since first contact but most celebrated
in the art of Albert Namatjira. Since the 1980s this ‘interaction’ has occasionally developed into
collaborative projects. In the past decade there have been slowly increasing numbers of such intercultural
collaborations. I explore the history and implications of such intercultural collaborative art practice in
Australia in the context of what is increasingly becoming known as ‘global modernism’.

While Western Landscape as an artistic concept has since its beginning been critiqued by artists of
European descent and especially by modernism and postmodernism, I examine whether the potential for
true artistic emancipation from the ‘Western Landscape Paradigm’ or the ‘Australian Landscape
Tradition’ is restricted or expanded by postlandscape art. As British artist David Hockney has written,
“Western perspective is an architectural concept (both Brunelleschi and Alberti were architects) that was
adopted by painters particularly for representing architecture. The concept was explained by Alberti with
the analogy of a window looking onto the world. But the problem here for me is that if you are looking

is the counterpoint. Exmodern spatiality is unclaimable precisely because it exists without need of being claimant; a perpetual state
of awareness that modern time has always been mutable and unclaimable.
5
Everett, Jim, Letter to the author, 16th March 2007. Everett's use of the term 'fact-reality’ describes the inseparable nature of people
and Country. In the context of my previous collaborative project, with Jim Everett, titled meenamatta lena narla puellakanny:
meenamatta water country discussion, 2006/07. Everett writes, “My viewpoint is that I deal with the simple fact-reality, eg. water
country connection, that water flows over and through all-life, and the inanimate world. Our collaboration reached this
understanding as one shared experience and discussion … Hence our desire to assert it in any ongoing discussions that address what
I call the simple, fact-reality of being.”
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out of a window where are you? Are you in the world or distanced from it?”6 I examine how from a nonindigenous perspective, the key ‘architects’ of postmodern painting in Australia - Imants Tillers, Tim
Johnson and Ian Burn have, since Christo’s The Wrapped Coast, created, critiqued and expanded a
particularly Australian postlandscape ‘between-space’ in the discussion between Western Landscape and
Aboriginal Country. I examine whether such intercultural spatialities created since postmodernism have
translated into more equitable and reciprocal artistic discussion between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal
artists.
One of the foundations of Aboriginal ‘Country’7, as seems clear from a non-indigenous perspective, is
that it simultaneously exists in the here and now, in history and in the future; that the Tjukurrpa (the
Western Desert word for the Dreaming) is continuously present and inseparable from Country and that
Aboriginal peoples’ relationship with their Country could perhaps literally be translated as the ‘body one
is always in’. In order to begin to understand it, this sense of belonging might be compared to
Heiddegger’s notions of ‘Da-sein’, the ‘contemporary self-world’, the spatiality of ‘being-in-the-world’,
whereby, "Spatiality can be discovered in general only on the basis of world in such a way that space,
after all, also constitutes the world in accordance with the essential spatiality of Da-sein itself with regard
to its fundamental constitution of being-in-the-world."8 However it also seems likely that Country is
capable of better elucidating Heidegger's 'Da-sein'.

This thinking extends to working with one of my

9

artistic collaborators, puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) who describes Country as “the all-life”10;
whereby all living things, including the land, are interconnected and exist simultaneously in the here and
now, and in all time, ever-present. According to meenamatta, this is the “fact-reality”11 of Aboriginal
Country. Without this clear understanding of Aboriginal Country and its distinct differences from the
imported (Western) Landscape Paradigm, we simply perpetuate the idea of terra incognita in Australia.
It was in discussion with Everett that I developed the idea of working exmodern (which I examine in
section two of the written thesis) as an attempt to describe the combined ephemeral and material spatiality
of our intercultural collaborative discussion.

I briefly discuss the collaborative work made with puralia meenamatta in the written thesis, however the
core Studio Component of the thesis is a series of nine collaborative paintings titled, Kuluntjarra World
Map (The Nine Collaborations), which from my perspective aim to activate and reconfigure the particular
spatiality I discuss in this thesis – specifically between my Western Landscape origins and Ngaanyatjarra
Country.

6

Hockney, David. Secret Knowledge. London: Thames and Hudson, 2006, p.206.
Note: In the absence of a definitive universal definition in English language for Aboriginal Country, I have attempted to describe
my own personal understanding of Country drawing on my 20 years travelling, living and working with Aboriginal people in
various Country throughout Australia. I would like to thank Julie Gough for her simple and useful definition made in a footnote to
her essay, ‘Being There, Then and Now: Aspects of South-East Aboriginal Art in Judith Ryan (Ed.) Land Marks, National Gallery
of Victoria, Melbourne, 2006, p.131: “1. Country is a term meaning a territory of land and waterways for which an Indigenous clan
holds responsibility.”
8
Heidegger, Martin. Being and Time. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996, p.105.
9
Note: Everett denotes that Tasmanian Aboriginal Languages be written in lower case only.
10
puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett). “Paradise: Working Exmodern.” Collaborative Paper with Jonathan Kimberley, presented at the
2nd International Imagined Australia Forum, University of Bari, Italy, 2009.
11
Everett, Jim, 2007, ibid.
7
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Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations) (KWM9) is a series of nine paintings made
collaboratively by me, Ngipi Ward, Pulpurru Davies, Nancy Carnegie, Manupa Butler, Norma Giles,
Jodie Carnegie and Paul Carnegie (Kayili Artists) in Patjarr, Gibson Desert, Western Australia. These
paintings are the material ‘afterimages’, of a collaboration undertaken over almost two years in
Ngaanyatjarra Country in 2008/09, which could also be described as essentially ephemeral or
postconceptual in its becoming. The collaborative nature of the studio component of this thesis is integral
to my research question. Country Unwrapping Landscape is the written component examining the
theoretical and philosophical context for KWM9, from a specifically non-Aboriginal perspective.

KWM9 is presented as one example of what I call working exmodern. (I examine the idea of working
exmodern in Chapter 9). I suggest that the idea of working exmodern is potentially capable of unlimiting
the previously delimited locus of postmodernism in Australian intercultural artistic discussion. KWM9, as
outlined in the exegesis for the exhibition (addendum #A), is a central part of my ongoing project, which
I call The Exmodern World Map. This project eschews tired notions of both universalist and separatist
global modernisms12 in favour of actual collaborative art practice which acknowledges and activates the
ever-present ‘fact-reality’ of intercultural spatiality in Australia. KWM9 attempts to unite the asymptote
between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country.

As I discuss, KWM9 is also in part a direct response to the intercultural ‘appropriation’ based ‘discussion’
between Imants Tillers’ provocative work The Nine Shots (1985) and Gordon Bennett’s deconstruction of
this painting, The Nine Ricochets (Fall down black fella, jump up white fella) (1990). This famous
artistic discussion has been extensively examined13 and is well known as a key dialogue in what has been
described variously by Rex Butler as the contemporary emergence of ‘unAustralian’14 ‘post-Australian’
and ‘post-Aboriginal’ Australian art history.15 I reference this discussion as a key theoretical grounding
for the studio component, KWM9 and its particular unwrapping of my own Euro-Australianness in
Ngaanyatjarra Country asking, where to from here after postmodernism in Australian art practice?

However KWM9 is also much more than that. It was initiated as a complex collaborative work in its own
right that does not so much aim to bridge as to activate the shared ground between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal art practice in Australia whereby the previously delimited spatiality of intercultural ‘inbetweeness’ is unlimited.

My research into the history and origins of landscape art in Australia and Europe and my collaborative
research with Kayili Artists over the past two years, an extension to my previous work in a similar vein,
has led me to critique the ability of what I call western ‘postlandscape’ art practice to engage

12

(Note: Ian McLean’s essay, “Provincialism Upturned.” Third Text 23 5 (2009) p.625-632,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09528820903184906, is particularly clarifying in terms of understanding global modernism in the context
of Australia.)
13
(See: McLean, Butler, Morphy)
14
Butler, Rex. ‘A Short Introduction to UnAustralian Art’. Broadsheet, 32 4 (2003) p.17.
15
Butler, Rex. Imants Tillers – The Last Australian Or The First Post-Australian Artist? 2009 Salek Minc Lecture, Lawrence
Wilson Gallery, University of Western Australia, 2009.
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meaningfully and reciprocally with the ‘fact-reality’16 of Aboriginal Country.

Despite the aims of

postlandscape to date, it too often reiterates the tropes and theoretical framework of the Australian
landscape tradition, and so contributes to an artistic culture that fails to understand, value and collaborate
with artists who are Aboriginal. I examine why postlandscape art practice in Australia might ultimately
be viewed as neo-colonial, and conclude by introducing the idea of ‘working exmodern.’

The aim of this thesis is therefore to move beyond persistent neo-modernist notions of ‘othering’ that
continue to preoccupy many artists and critics in postcolonial Australia, and which stalls the potential of
intercultural projects, and at the same time to recognise the complexities that are the ground and condition
of intercultural and collaborative art practice. As African critic Olu Oguibe writes,

Western insistence on a set vision of postcoloniality is nestled in an economy of meaning
and praxis, a game of difference in which the postcolonial artist is precariously situated.
By yielding to this economy of Otherness, postcolonial culture jeopardizes the possibility
of constructing autonomous subjectivities…Not only does this define postcoloniality as
lack, by extension it institutes a self-perpetuating charade that banishes the complex of
postcolonial social and historical experiences to the fringes of validity and integrity.17

I examine how the ‘conceptual space’ of Australia may or may not have shifted metaphorically between
the wrapping and the unwrapping of Little Bay, and how contemporary art practice in Australia might
undo conventional spatial and temporal hierarchies, of centres and peripheries, ‘old and new art’18, and in
the process open new potential for intercultural collaboration as the key strategy of working exmodern in
discussion with Aboriginal Country.

The thesis as a whole asks whether, amid the continuing ‘discussion’ between Western landscape and
Aboriginal Country, the extended moment of collaborative purpose begins to recover what has been lost
in translation by postlandscape art (as the product of postmodernism and postcolonialism) in Australia. I
examine how this might occur via a belief in the transformative power of artistic collaboration which
begins to see the remoteness of the so-called intercultural ‘in-between’ dissipate. In this way, the claimed
relinquishment of any defining perspective by postmodernism and postcolonialism can perhaps give way
to a more complex collaborative potential; a collaborative unlimiting of the previously delimited content
of what Homi Bhabha and other postcolonialists have called intercultural ‘between space’, which I
suggest might now be considered as exmodern spatiality.

16

Everett, Jim. 2007, op cit
Oguibe, Olu. The Culture Game. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004, p.32.
18
‘Old and new art’ as a term seems set to be the curatorial Zeitgeist of the second decade of the 21st Century. It is the name for a
new art museum opening in Hobart, Tasmania in 2010, The Museum of Old and New Art.
17
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SECTION 1

COUNTRY UNWRAPPING LANDSCAPE

This section backgrounds the artistic discussion between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country in
Australia and introduces ‘Postlandscape’.

10
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Chapter 1:

After The Wrapped Coast

In October 1969 (11 days precisely after my birth), the US based artists Christo and Jeanne-Claude
installed their groundbreaking artwork, Wrapped Coast, Little Bay, One Million Square Feet, Sydney,
Australia. Ten weeks later they unwrapped the Wrapped Coast.

The written thesis begins by exploring the idea that the post-conceptual legacy of Wrapped Coast, Little
Bay, One Million Square Feet, Sydney, Australia, established the postcolonial artistic ground for what I
am calling postlandscape art. For this to occur, I argue the legacy of Wrapped Coast needs to be
metaphorically unwrapped. I examine whether this unwrapping exposes a new theoretical and
philosophical context and impetus for intercultural collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal
artists in Australia.
While at first glance the historic trajectory of the single-point perspective view is shattered by a project
such as Wrapped Coast, it can nevertheless be read as a symbol of the perpetual terra incognita of
(post)modernism in 20th Century Australian art and, metaphorically, also in the 21st Century—its covering
or wrapping articulating the colonization of Aboriginal Country. In Christo’s words, as re-quoted in 40
Years Kaldor Art Projects (2009), “by walking on the covering, people experienced a very tactile
sensation. Once the rocks and scrub and soil were covered, it was impossible to know what your were
walking on….”19 Christo’s words have certainly proven to be naïve, yet the cultural import of the project
would most likely not have been realized without the ‘freehold’ permission of the ‘landowner’, the Prince
Henry Hospital being given at the time. However a powerful parallel can clearly be drawn with what
Hetti Perkins more pointedly and knowingly relates through her father Charles in discussing the broader
implications of colonisation, ‘(t)he whitefella world appeared as a laid out tarp, which, when lifted
revealed the earth below – our country, Aboriginal land.’ This thesis thus seeks to unwrap such
ambivalent neo-colonial ‘landscaping’ of this country.
Since the contemporary rise of what is too simplistically called ‘Aboriginal contemporary art’ in
Australia, since the Papunya-Tula Art Movement in the early 1970’s, there has been much lost and found
in the interstitial spaces between the art of Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country. The ongoing
intention, it seems however, of the majority of non-Aboriginal artists in Australia, is to continue the
physical and metaphorical wrapping of Aboriginal land in ‘landscape’. To this day Christo & JeanneClaude's wrapping of Little Bay is lauded as a ground-breaking rejection of the landscape tradition that
had, until then, defined and limited the progression of Australian contemporary art practice. In this
respect, it can be said to have launched postlandscape art in Australia. Yet The Wrapped Coast also
perpetuated the very landscape paradigm that had underwritten colonialism.

After all it is the

landscaping history of Aboriginal dispossession on the NSW coast, like everywhere else, that rendered
19

Christo quoted in, Sophie Forbat ed. 40 Years Kaldor Public Art Projects, ‘1969 Christo and Jeanne-Claude’, Kaldor Public Art
Projects, published in association with the exhibition, “40 Years: Kaldor Public Art Projects,” 2 October 2009 – 14 February 2010,
Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, 2009, p.66.
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what was at the time a so-called ‘disused’ coastline ‘available’ for a project of undoubted beauty,
ambition and conceptual importance. Just two years after the 1967 referendum in which Australians
overwhelmingly (90.77%) voted to include Aboriginal people as full citizens of the Commonwealth of
Australia, the collaborative opportunity was there. Yet I can find no reference to the Dharawal / Eora
people who are the traditional owners of Little Bay in any of the publicity documentation for Wrapped
Coast. Should it therefore be assumed that they were not acknowledged, consulted or involved in the
wrapping of Little Bay? As such, the wrapping of Little Bay, and its 2010 re-presentation at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales in the exhibition 40 years of Kaldor Public Art Projects, continues as a most
potent artistic metaphor for the postcolonial agency of the contemporary western landscape paradigm.
This is despite Wrapped Coast’s undoubted legacy as the ‘land art’ project that launched a new era in
Australian art.

12
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Chapter 2:
Not My Garden20: Landscape Unwrapped

Terra incognita is now a metaphor. The twenty-first century world map contains no
unknown land, and in the age of Google Earth it is inconceivable that a world map of
the future will bear the words ‘lands not yet known’.21 Alfred Hyatt

A sense of place might be universal, but the European landscape paradigm is historical. It gradually
emerged from the original, now largely forgotten, Western idea of the ecumene22 (pictured for example in
medieval and pre-historic cartography23), which it replaced with a more scientific perspectival vision that
informed the European Age of Empire. Arguably the reformulation of the ecumene (the lived world) into
what I call in this thesis the ‘western landscape paradigm,’ is continuing to be imagined into being as
‘Australia’ today.
French philosopher Augustin Berque wrote in 2000:
… in Europe, the notion of landscape in its present meaning appeared in the
Renaissance, through the work of painters. This is clearly a historical and cultural
phenomenon, not a natural one. In other words, landscape is not a universal object. Its
existence requires that of a certain society, with a certain way of looking at its
environment and representing it. Using that notion indiscriminatingly, as if any society,
at any epoch, looked at its environment in terms of landscape, is either ethnocentric or
anachronistic. We have to be more considerate when using the word ‘landscape’.24

The European ‘landscape paradigm’ emerged in Europe during the Renaissance, became a popular genre
in the seventeenth century, an avant-garde one in the nineteenth century and a self-reflexive global one in
the twentieth century. Its importance to the way in which it enculturates space in the modern world was
well articulated by Simon Schama when he wrote, “even the landscapes that we suppose to be most free
of our culture may turn out, on closer inspection, to be its product … at the very least it seems right to
acknowledge that it is our (Western culture’s) shaping perception that makes the difference between raw
matter and landscape.”25 In twenty-first century Australia, conceptions of landscape have been deeply
problematised by the rise to prominence of, in particular, Western Desert Aboriginal Art. At the same
time, thinkers such as Paul Carter have helped us realise that the entire project of ‘Australia’ has been
20

Kimberley, Jonathan, Not My Garden, Jan Manton Art, 2007
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based on ‘mythopoetic’26 landscaping – a particular mapping and occupation of space which, despite
continuing attempts by all manner of artists and theorists to the contrary, seems to remain at paradoxical
odds with the inherent complexity of Aboriginal Country. This ‘landscape paradigm’, with its genealogy
in perspectival spatiality and the Western ontology, is quite distinct from ‘Aboriginal Country’, which has
an entirely different history.

Definitions and re-definitions of Western ‘landscape’ abound and are constantly being cited and
challenged, argued for and against.

A recent anthology, Landscape Theory (2008), elucidates the

complexity of current thinking. Among its many essays, Robin Kelsey’s, Landscape as not Belonging, is
illuminating. She writes, “…my proposed definition of landscape: a fantasy of not belonging to the
totality of life of a terrestrial expanse, traditionally taking the form: you belong to us; we do not belong to
you. I use the term belong in its everyday and etymological senses, stressing kinship, possession, and
dependency.”27 Conversely perhaps, Kenneth R. Olwig’s insightful and exhaustive deconstruction of the
trajectory of the word ‘landscape’ is particularly revealing in its description of the word’s Old English
origins, and is particularly valuable in terms of what I suggest might exist as an ever-present
‘urlandscape’28, or a pre-landscape potentiality, which I introduced in 200629 as the idea of ‘unlandscape.’
Olwig discusses ‘landscipe,’ ‘landship/-scape’ and ‘countryship’ as having similar etymology’s to
‘friendship,’ in that they describe “…what exists between people living in a land…” He goes on to say,
“The meaning of landscape is thus more than land or country; it includes the more abstract quality of a
place that makes it perceivable as a land or country with its own particular qualities. That abstract quality
could be called its ‘culture’ in the sense of ‘the body of customary beliefs, social forms, and material
traits constituting a distinct complex.”30 It is this distinction between land or country and people as
abstract, that I examine and critique in the context of landscape relating to Aboriginal Country, and the
potential for what I call ‘unlandscape’ which is similar in reflective intent to ‘landship.’

If the European ‘landscape paradigm’ played a central role in the development of modernism (eg Monet
and Cézanne), modernism was also its undoing, particularly in Australia. W.J.T. Mitchell’s well known
discussion of the relationship between the landscape genre and imperialism,31 and his contentions about
“the way landscape circulates as a medium of exchange, a site of visual appropriation, a focus for the
formation of identity,”32 certainly rings true with the landscape paradigm (Mitchell’s is a typical critique
associated with postlandscape). However it quickly becomes more complicated in the context of looking
at Aboriginal paintings of Country. While these paintings employ a different spatiality from that which
Mitchell would identify as landscape, they have actually emerged from the same global spatiality as
landscape – the ecumene.

26
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While in places like Australia landscape remained important due to the central role it played in discourses
of national identity, since the 1970s the psychological and spatial concerns of the tradition either became
irrelevant or were displaced onto abstract painting and later site-specific installation. This was most
evident in the conceptualist turn in avant-garde art in the 1960s, in which the landscape art genre morphed
into ‘land’ art, as a deliberate critique or deconstruction of landscape art and its regimes of visuality. This
critical turn, which I discuss mainly in terms of painting, but which also includes video, site specific, and
installation based art practice, I am calling ‘postlandscape.’33

Postlandscape art emerged in the early 1970s at much the same time as the Papunya Aboriginal art
movement. In investigating the extent to which key postlandscape artists such as Tim Johnson and Imants
Tillers attempted to assimilate notions of Aboriginal Country in their critique of the Western landscape
paradigm, I begin by examining whether the European landscape paradigm in Australia is capable of
being further reconfigured to enable a more reciprocal and potent dialogue with Aboriginal Country —
via what I call working exmodern.

This is intrinsic to the conceptual development of the studio

component – Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations) to which I refer throughout the written
thesis and discuss in detail the separate exegesis for the exhibition.

Landscape & Ambivalent Benevolence

Western conceptions of ’landscape’ are arguably the most successful and resilient agents of identity
propaganda in modern times. Through colonialism, the landscape paradigm became the first global genre
of art and is particularly resilient in places like Australia because of its colonial history and ideological
potential to cement an identity for European settlers in a place belonging to others.

In Australia, the European ‘landscape paradigm’ perpetuates a specific cultural paradigm entrenched in
the Euro-Australian colonising relationship with place (land), people and belief. The idea of ‘landscape’
is so ingrained that it and the term seem benevolent. However in reality the contemporary ‘landscape
paradigm’ remains malevolent for many, as a dominant force of colonisation (globalisation). Postcolonial
critique has resulted in a renewed interest in place and identity and, because of this, landscape has been
given new agency in intercultural discussion (Frank 2004, Morphy 1993) without paying close enough
attention to its continuing claimant and exclusionary ideology and genealogy in the colonial project.
Many (Berque 2000, Mitchell 1994 ) have also been critical of the European landscape paradigm and
especially its manifestation in settler (post)colonial art, seeing it as an active agent of imperialism. The
question remains: to what extent does the landscape paradigm, and by extension the new ‘Australian
postlandscape tradition’, endure within postcolonial critique (for example, Butler’s 2005 anthology34) and
contemporary art more generally?
33
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For example, the eminent Australian artist Dale Frank has said that "Landscape is non-representational, it
is an abstract concept to all people. It always was a meaning separate from image.”35 In a similar fashion,
anthropologist Howard Morphy is also attracted to what many postcolonialists continue to see as a
perceived open stance of landscape,

One of the reasons that the concept of landscape is beginning to prove so useful is that it
is a concept in-between. At a time when simple determinisms are breaking down, and
the boundaries between disciplines are continually being breached, it is useful to have a
concept free from fixed positions, whose meaning is elusive, yet whose potential range
is all-encompassing.36

Yet the European landscape paradigm is not such an open book and has never really been a cross-cultural
concept, and its regime of power continues its work despite postcolonialism’s best intentions. As Ken
Hillis points out in Cartographica, “In its coming to be, [landscape] causes the fashioning of a world of
distance in order to justify its existence.”37 And if the Aboriginal artist and curator Gary Lee is right, the
ideological work of the ‘landscape paradigm’ is not so easily discarded along with the old fashioned
‘Australian landscape painting tradition:

It is blindingly obvious what the function of the (Australian) landscape tradition is: it is
about the theft of indigenous land. It is an artistic representation of, and cultural
justification for, the process of colonialism…cultural activity in post-Mabo Australia
will be meaningful only if it abandons the legal and cultural falsehoods of colonialism,
and practices are adopted to support the political and cultural empowerment of its
indigenous owners. The great Australian landscape tradition? There really is very little
to talk about38.

And while the European landscape paradigm became ever more concerned with empirical veracity and
often a close engagement with very particular landscapes, it has also been captive of idyllic desires to
reduce the phenomenological complexity of the ecumene (the inhabited world) to a neo-classical poetic
formula, as evident in the seminal importance of Claude in the landscape tradition39. This neo-classicism
was, as many critics have noted, still evident in Cézanne’s modernist style despite its radical
phenomenology. Merleau-Ponty quotes Cézanne: “Of nature, he said, ‘the artist must conform to this
perfect work of art. Everything comes to us from nature; we exist through it; nothing else is worth
remembering’…his pictures therefore seem to show nature pure, while photographs of the same
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landscapes suggest man’s works, conveniences, and imminent presence.”40 Indeed, it could be argued that
the landscape paradigm has always been, since its inception in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a
way for European art to develop a complex dialectic between an empirical phenomenology (experience)
and a classical order (Westernizing values). Thus the landscape paradigm remained important to the
trajectory of Western modernism and its concerted deconstruction of neo-classicism, and also the
postmodernist critique of modernism. In a paper titled Landscape and the overcoming of Modernity
(2000), Augustin Berque argues,
Studying landscape, and the ecumene in general, we have to overcome the modern
reduction of reality to the real. As physics itself has come to show, the real is
unknowable, because it is unpredictable. Reality supposes the real, but also its predication
by human existence. Landscape is a perfect example of this complex relationship, and this
is why, outstandingly, it shows the way beyond modernity.41

In Australia however, the Westernizing ‘landscape paradigm’ only really succeeded in sustaining this
dialectic between experience and classical values when the Aboriginality of the place, or Country, was
suppressed, as in the impressionist and post-impressionist landscape tradition. Australian impressionists
believed that they were painting the reality of the place, and in doing this attempted to develop a genuine
national landscape that overcame the European-like landscapes of earlier colonial painters whom the
impressionists felt painted Australia as if it was Europe. As Ian Mclean makes clear in White Aborigines,
“(t)his view was originally the marketing propaganda of the impressionists themselves.”42 In fact the new
Impressionist Australian reality was made to fit with European classical values, and thus merely reiterated
the Western Landscape Paradigm is its most contemporary manifestation. For this reason Australian
modernists such as Boyd, Nolan and Preston found the Impressionist’s nationalism hollow, even naïve.
Yet, if they deliberately sought to depict the Aboriginality of the Australian landscape, it was either to
find a more genuine national vision (eg: Preston) or as a means to critique European values. As Mclean
also argues,
Since its initial formulation in the imagination of European mythographers, the idea of
‘Australia’ has been an agent of deconstruction [to the idea of Europe]. While we
Australians might think Australia is an actual place, it remains a utopian concept (i.e. a
no-place), categorically bound like a petulant child to the world it protests.43

However the modernists still painted landscapes; they remained bound to landscape’s conceptions of
spatiality and perspectival geometry. Western modernity has continually attempted to reach beyond itself,
to claim the ‘other’ as its own, and the ‘Landscape Paradigm’ has been an effective means of doing this.
Indeed, the idea of ‘Australia’ is virtually synonymous with ‘landscape’, and no matter how much
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Australian artists attempted to move beyond European conceptions of landscape they remained captive of
the European landscape paradigm—particularly of its post-Renaissance spatiality.

The death of landscape, long live landscape?
Prominent Tasmanian landscape painter Phillip Wolfhagen says he is re-examining the source44 of
Australia’s landscape paradigm. Intriguingly, so does Tillers, though not in so many words. Wolfhagen’s
recent exhibition titled The Extended Journey (2010)45 might be interpreted as a sign of the victory of
postlandscape. Wolfhagen writes, “I committed myself to this painterly pilgrimage; this metaphorical
‘journey to the source’, to the wellspring of the landscape painting genre. Or am I just rummaging
through the rubbish of the past; scouring the ‘great midden’ of cultural tradition, to see if I can find
anything worth re-using?”46 Here the idea of a ‘great midden’ of Western cultural tradition appears
absolutely free to appropriate one of the most significant symbols of Tasmanian Aboriginal Country, the
shell midden – evidence of tens of thousands of years of Aboriginal occupation of coastal Country. It
seems clear that such an apparently ambivalent claim remains welded on to the idea of Western landscape
as some kind of benevolent absolute. Proclaiming anew that Western landscape is itself a ‘great midden’
of cultural tradition seems to perfectly illustrate the defiance with which postlandscape art practice
continues to claim both real and illusory ground. While I’m not convinced however that this is necessarily
Wolfhagen's conscious intention, I suggest given his comments above, this remains his postcolonial
misconception.

‘Landscape’ in terms of art practice, particularly in Australia and especially when invoked as some sort
of universal genre, remains a foremost obstacle to moving beyond the colonial and originary EuroAustralian representation of place as landscape. This is why the postconceptualist generation sought anew
to abandon this conception of spatiality.

44
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Chapter 3:

Postlandscape

Of course, my landscapes are not only beautiful or nostalgic, with a Romantic or
classical suggestion of lost Paradises, but above all ‘untruthful’ (even if I did not always
find a way of showing it); and by ‘untruthful’ I mean the glorifying way we look at Nature
– Nature, which in all its forms is always against us, because it knows no meaning, no
pity, no sympathy, because it knows nothing and is absolutely mindless: the total
antithesis of ourselves, absolutely inhuman.47
Gerhard Richter.

The French philosopher Augustin Berque introduces the idea of the ‘ontological foundation’ of the ‘geohistorical plane’, which “rests on the idea that the human being is not limited to the contour of an
individual body, but opens out in to a common milieu, the nature of which is eco-techno-symbolic. The
whole of human milieu forms the ecumene, which is the relationship of Humankind to the Earth.”48
Berque goes on to introduce ‘Cyborg’ the generic Westerner whose “world is incorporated on the
aesthetic plane; because what it is seeking…above all, is landscape: the look of nature.”49 Hence what
Berque calls ‘the idea of disurbanity’. This, I argue, is the originary problematic50 embedded within
Australian postlandscape art and a continuing obstacle in the contemporary discussion between Western
Landscape and Aboriginal Country.

Australian postlandscape art is a manifestation of postmodernism and postcolonialism in its desire to
reconfigure and to justify the western landscape paradigm’s presence in relation to Aboriginal Country.
But postlandscape makes many assumptions about its own benevolence and inclusivity towards
Aboriginal Country. My notion of postlandscape is a way of describing the period in Australian art which
followed the conceptual, theoretical and artistic demise of the Australian landscape painting tradition
since the early 1970’s. It is also a way for me to respond to Imants Tillers’ notion that we may all be
living in a time which he called ‘postAboriginal’, indeed that his work is postAboriginal.

‘Postlandscape’ is therefore a genre of postcolonial art, and a deliberate attempt to deconstruct the
dominant landscape genre of the colonial and modern periods. The broader modernist Western art
consciousness, so dominated by the idea of postlandscape, can perhaps be traced back to Jackson
Pollock’s eponymous quote, “I am Nature,”51 which was at once dismissive and humble, if that were
possible, amidst the frenetic westernization of modernist ‘connection with country’ through the misnomer
of ‘Abstract Expressionism’. In Australia ‘postlandscape’ rejected the ‘Australian landscape painting
47
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tradition’, including the modernist followers of abstract expressionism (such as John Olsen and Fred
Williams), as another form of colonial ‘claiming’ of Aboriginal land; as being out of touch with the
reality of Australia’s postcolonial intercultural history. Postlandscape artists such as Imants Tillers and
Tim Johnson embraced strategies of postmodern appropriation (influenced of course by their
predecessors’ cubism and abstract expressionism), regardless of (or perhaps intentionally testing) the
possible reiteration of the colonial project, and even operating under the ambivalent assumption that the
appropriation of so-called ‘Aboriginal art’ may somehow also be postlandscape. This, I will argue, was
misguided. In 1989, UK based postcolonial theorist Rasheed Araeen warned against the danger of
embracing the ‘other’ as a means to move beyond Eurocentric modernism: “The idea of [postmodern]
‘anything goes’ is legitimized by the benevolence of dominant culture, creating a space in which the
‘other’ is accommodated in a spectacle that produces an illusion of equality.”52

In Australia, postmodernism is the dominant style of postlandscape art, whether openly appropriative or
through aesthetic influence (such as the current prevalent use of dot painting by non-Aboriginal artists in
similar aesthetic ways to many Aboriginal artists). The danger is that postlandscape too easily appears as
the neo-colonial agent of a new divinity absolving its dedicated followers of responsibility towards those
whose country they are landscaping in the name of globalisation.

Wilderness, a recent exhibition at The Art Gallery of New South Wales, titled is an excellent example.
Curated by Wayne Tunnicliffe, Wilderness is a shift in terms of postlandscape’s examination of itself via
an open-ended deconstruction of the proto-landscape idea of ‘wilderness.’ The promotional blurb for the
show reads, “This exhibition considers how nature and landscape continue to preoccupy contemporary
painters. Not nature based on observation, however, but a realm of vivid imaginary landscapes, creatures
both natural and unnatural, and humans who seem to emerge like wood sprites from the forest. The 'wild'
here is found in the mind of the artists.”53. Artists in this exhibition include Andrew Browne, Del
Katherine Barton, Daniel Boyd, Stephen Bush, Fiona Lowry, Mary Scott, Megan Walch, Louise Hearman
and Tony Clarke. Announcing the exhibition’s postlandscape credentials, Tunnicliffe writes,

Wilderness is not an exhibition about the landscape or tracts of ‘unspoilt’ land.
Exploring a richer and more nuanced engagement with ideas of the wild and nature,
Wilderness focuses on contemporary representational painting that considers how the
natural world exists as much in our minds, memories and imaginations as it does in any
empirical fact.54

In this benign wilderness of the mind however, the (Western) sublime remains all-powerful despite the
postlandscape critique, and as such does not touch strongly enough on the intercultural responsibilities of
which postlandscape is now fully aware. Only one artist who is Aboriginal is represented in the
52
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exhibition. Wilderness therefore seems to redouble the return to the real intention of the landscape
paradigm. Indeed Tunnicliffe himself seems to suggest this when he contradicts his own curatorial
premise when he references Mitchell:

Common to all the works are reflecting pools of water, a trope of Romantic painting in
which nature can be seen to be representing itself within the painting, just as the
painting represents nature - a doubling which naturalises the representation of nature
that is landscape painting itself.”55

Against the idea that the meanings of English language words like ‘landscape’ and ‘wilderness’ can be
shaped to suit the Australian postlandscape conundrum, I suggest that in examples such as this, they
breathe new life into the landscape paradigm, in this case in the form of a supposed new universal
postlandscape. Yet, if the European landscape paradigm once seemed universal, now in the era of
postlandscape it is widely accepted that, as Corner says,56 “The landscape construct is inherently unstable,
an indeterminate dimension that can be opened up through artistic practices and made to reveal
alternative sets of possibility”.57 Yet in exhibitions such as Wilderness, so obvious in its exclusion of a
serious critique of itself by Aboriginal Country (Aboriginal artists), contemporary postlandscape art
appears to have rejoined the modern ‘Australian landscape tradition’, or is simply representative of the
redoubtable (Western) landscape paradigm.

Have there then been any alternative sets of possibility opened up by postlandscape? A number of key
post-conceptual artists whose work marked the emergence of postmodernism (and postlandscape) in
Australia, such as Ian Burn, Imants Tillers, Tim Johnson, and concurrently those who are at first perhaps
considered to be more traditional landscape artists such as John Wolseley58 and Raymond Arnold59, have
been pressing at the limitations of the landscape paradigm in this very discussion in more subtle ways.
For example, John Wolseley’s recent free-form ‘windblown’ rubbings of burnt landscape (works like, 14.
92 days Windblown : 164 metres - Cranesbills from Mt. Crozier , 2007/08, and Raymond Arnold’s,
Imaginary landscape – Eighteen Months in Tasmania (1984), which he describes as being inspired by
“17th-century Dutch artist Hercules Seghers [who] refers to his ‘bleak hallucinatory vistas of great power,
in which the thick lines forming the rocky structures actually seem to be eroding before our eyes’. The
apocalyptical nature of the Seghers print has an equivalent for me in the dissolving geometry of
Imaginary landscape.”60

Wolseley and Arnold have been countering the tenet of the previously

mentioned Wilderness exhibition through employing both more direct and more subtly elegant means for
decades. It is no coincidence that both Wolseley and Arnold spend significant amounts of time working
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‘out-bush’ in regional and remote areas of Australia. They are two of the key non-Aboriginal artists
challenging outmoded presumptions about painting en plein air, making significant contributions in
painting and printmaking to the postlandscape discussion. Their approach, while not collaborative as
such, nevertheless demonstrates a more consistently ‘emplaced’ commitment to the postlandscape
discussion, despite being less obviously post-conceptual than Tillers, Burn or Johnson.

Similarly,

predominantly urban based artists such as Dale Frank, with his enigmatic Views from the Bruce Highway,
(Exhibition 2003, Roslyn Oxley9), Andrew Browne (Time (Visitation #3), 2009, Tolarno Galleries) and
Peter Graham (walk through the wounds and scar trail behind, 2009, Kaliman Gallery), continue to make
more ‘traditional’ forays to ‘sketch’ en plein air, whether by observation from a motor vehicle, or by
camera, pen and ink or gouache, as the source of a predominantly studio based practice. Each appears to
reference the lone journeyman, a particularly singular vision traversing the postlandscape paradigm; a
view from inside a travelling car (Frank), a rushing running half-man-half-tree (Browne) or a figure bent
over under the weight of carrying his worldly goods in a sack up a parched white-hot valley somewhere
in (an imaginary perhaps) Australian desert (Graham). These are key artists among many others who have
been interrogating the postcolonial Australian landscape paradigm and in the process, expanding
significantly the postlandscape genre.

A number of other key contemporary Australian postlandscape painters (none of whom mentioned here to
my knowledge identify as Aboriginal), including Tim Maquire, Jon Cattapan, Phillip Wolfhagen, Tim
Maguire, Tim Burns, David Keeling, Richard Wastell, Fiona Lowry, Jess MacNeil, Wayne Eager, Marina
Strocchi, Rod Moss, Una Rey, Del Kath Barton (none of whom to my knowledge identify as Aboriginal)
among others, are attempting in their own ways to carry forward the postlandscape discussion –
continuing to push back into the landscape painting tradition, a practice which is inevitably and
continuously ‘in-dialogue’ with Aboriginal Country. Some, such as Strocchi, Eager, Rey, Wolseley and
Moss, have to different extents directly engaged with Aboriginal traditions, although not in terms of
actual collaboration. Strocchi and Eager in particular work closely with artists who are Aboriginal, speak
some Aboriginal language and openly acknowledge such influence in their work in the same context as
acknowledging the influence of non-Aboriginal artists. Most of these artists are attempting to develop
their own way out of the Western landscape conception of what might be understood as the particularly
Australian suburban ‘wilderness’61, or perhaps they have no inherent need to push beyond this location.
This is not an original critique on my part and nor do I exempt some of my own work from this criticism.
This after all is the continuing project of a generation. All of the artists I mention here would be well
aware of their specific coloniality and the importance of making significant contributions in terms of reexamining the postlandscape location of their art practice and / or their pre-disposition to critically
engaging with ‘landscape’ ways of seeing and being.

A fuller and fairer examination of these contemporary postlandscape artists’ work would require a
separate thesis. Suffice to say that knowledge of Western Landscape’s 21st century responsibilities
toward Aboriginal Country (ever greater with our growing awareness) does not extinguish our continuing
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intercultural obligations toward each-other, and nor should it require identification by individuals as to
being Aboriginal or not. This combined knowledge is perhaps the key to understanding the limitations
(and domination) of postlandscape and to finding alternative ways into the discussion.

There remains a sense however, that the potential of this field as a genuine intercultural space has barely
been glimpsed, let alone fully surveyed or put into (art) practice. The growing awareness of art practices
by Aboriginal people from about the mid-1970s by the wider contemporary art world revealed a potential
new field of intercultural interaction, pushing unequivocally against European landscape concepts. As
Howard Morphy writes of the late 20th Century acceptance of Indigenous art, “The great irony is that
when such works became the inspiration for Western art, art history projected them back in time as
antecedent forms rather than as precedents for subsequent developments in European art”62. This laid the
ground for what became known as postcolonial art – which is the genre of landscape from which the
above artists, postlandscape (and myself) have emerged.

The difficulties in engaging at a higher

intercultural level however, remain deeply rooted and as problematic as ever in terms of truly shared
understanding, and philosophical and artistic reciprocity.

Because the ideology of postlandscape is essentially deconstructive it easily ‘re-doubles’ the landscape
paradigm or merely puts itself into a mirror, reflecting back on its own originating perspectival position.
This is pertinent to the success of Aboriginal artists such as Gordon Bennett, Julie Gough, Richard Bell,
Brook Andrew and others who in turn consistently irritate and deconstruct such self-reflection by way of
critiquing postlandscape’s clear limitations from within their own specific personal intercultural
paradigms.

From the perspective of this thesis therefore, regardless of the numerous challenges

postlandscape has levied on Western perspectivalism, I ask, have non-Aboriginal postlandscape artists
been able to demonstrate and to activate a successful contemporary discussion with Aboriginal Country?
Chapter 4 examines this question more closely.
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Chapter 4:

Albert Namatjira & Ian Burn

Between the 1930’s and the late 1950’s, Albert Namatjira (often working with his close friend Rex
Battarbee) almost single handedly shifted Australian colonial attitudes to Aborigines from racist
presumptions of a primitive monoculture to the recognition of Aboriginal people as highly adroit modern
practitioners of intercultural art. However, despite his achievements, Namatjira’s impact on the art world
at the time he was painting was negligible. Only under the influence of postmodernist critique in the last
decade of the 20th century, and especially in the writing of postlandscape artist Ian Burn, has Namatjira
become an important figure and a touchstone for intercultural discussion. According to Ian Burn and Ann
Stephens, Albert Namatjira’s painting is “a model of inter-cultural exchange able to articulate a
complexity of its own cultural reality”.63 Their argument begins from the assumption: “Namatjira’s art
has become hostage of a colonial discourse…the difficulties of interpretation have persuaded many that
there is in fact little to interpret and, but for being an Aborigine, Namatjira would be un-known”.64
Nevertheless, Namatjira’s Aboriginality remains significant in the discussion of his art. If he were not an
Aboriginal man there would be no ‘inter-cultural counter discourse’ for Burn and Stephen to discuss.

Burn and Stephen are keen to establish the postcolonial credentials of Namatjira’s work, and so argue that
it is ‘secure with the ambiguity and prospect of multiple meanings’. However, this ambivalent,
intercultural ‘between-space’ needs to be understood in terms of Namatjira’s Aboriginality, as well as late
20th Century Western art theory. There was nothing irresolute, I suggest, about Namatjira’s identity in his
Arrernte Country, despite his seemingly being ‘caught between two worlds’. Aboriginal art constantly
negotiates multiple, contested and layered meanings, which is why it, including Namatjira, could
relatively easily assimilate a Christian cosmology into an Aboriginal one. I suggest that Namatjira’s
intercultural identity was not ambivalent, but rather his ideas both generously and uncomfortably preempted and contradicted postcolonial perspectivalism – which amounts to the hope that the realization of
global intercultural ambivalence by the West has assuaged the inequities of difference. Further, I suggest
that the Westernizing agency of postmodern ambivalence about relationships between Aboriginal
Country and Western Landscape is equally as utopian as the supposedly superseded appropriative
strategies of modernist ‘primitivism’. In postmodern theory all identity is ambivalent, caught between
various flows and vectors, but not in a negative sense as Namatjira was often seen. Arrernte artist Billy
Benn for example, who follows in the footsteps of Namatjira, is making intriguing work seemingly
against such misconception. Yet the flux and uncertain ground of postlandscape continues to deny the
certainty of identity and knowledge in Country for many Aboriginal people. Such identity is intractable
and implicit rather than indifferent or ambivalent. Postlandscape (an offshoot of postmodern)
ambivalence, ultimately lacks a meaningful structure for the dialectic of identity and difference beyond
the montage of postmodern individualism. Postlandscape’s style of ambivalent indifference has therefore
63
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encouraged the reassertion of purely ‘landscape’ values in its continuing appropriation of the ‘other’,
whereas in Aboriginal cultures, Country appears to be the dynamic and flexible super-structure within
which both individual and shared intercultural identity as a given. Perhaps this is ambivalence with a
different resonance.

As will be discussed below in relation to Ian Burn, the idea of intercultural ‘between space’ is a Western
anti-perspectival conception that challenges the hegemony of the individual eye and the supposed
independent autonomy of the viewer. However, even postcolonial anti-perspectivalism, in deconstructing
the border between observer and observed, represses the ability of postlandscape to engage freely with
Country because postlandscape is specifically a postcolonial intellectual and artistic discourse and
ambivalent about its intercultural responsibilities. If postcolonialism means to critique colonialism and
not be contained or defeated by it, it remains to be seen whether the openly intercultural statement
currently being made by the broad Aboriginal contemporary art movement, originating with Namatjira,
can be returned with a little less ambivalence by postlandscape. Hopefully the trajectory of postlandscape
is headed toward the unequivocal nature of interculture as the delimiting ‘fact-reality’, rather than as
ambivalent deconstruction. However I suggest that it is the fashionable notion of postmodern
ambivalence that is the problem, rather than the solution.

Ian Burn’s critique of Western landscape and its relationship with Aboriginal Country in his essay on
Namatjira, is also evident in his seminal series of postlandscape artworks, the ‘Value added landscapes’,
which he produced at about the same time. To me, however, these works are limited by their own
postlandscape redoubling. The landscape ‘view’ reconfigured here requires that the viewer look at
amateur landscape paintings through the English language text of the colonizer and through the ‘gap’ or
between space created in the work by the use of a Perspex layer mounted in front of the painting. This
also serves to re-double the amateur nature of the ‘landscape paradigm’ in discussion with Aboriginal
Country. The text overlay in the work, ‘Value added’ landscape No7, 1992, is revealing:

Thresholds of amnesia reveal a sublime spectacle suspended at the garden’s limits,
unbounded identity recalled to border fantastic ideals. Regimented endeavors hold at bay
a private wilderness beyond the hedge, precipices of words tumbling across a flat surface,
lost in western delirium. A language of camouflage reinvigorates the picture in naïve
verdant repetition engorged across spaces translating difference: nature imaged
converging innocently with imagined nature, as culture. Archaeologies of romanticism
underpin authority, punctuated by words, by opalescent memory, by academic disdain;
visitors formed only after the coming of the word, of the observer. Transfigured, the azure
gap between word and picture thickens, yet pictures its own speaking.65

This text is printed in cerulean blue on clear Perspex and mounted to create the ‘between-space’ in front
of an amateur landscape painting of a verdant mountainous valley with a muddy river flowing to the
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horizon, and pink flowers (perhaps English roses?) in the foreground, bordering a green lawn with a
cherry blossom tree in the bottom right corner. The thickening ‘azure gap’ Burn creates is a metaphor of
the ‘between space’ of postlandscape. Similarly, in Burn’s Homage to Albert (‘South through Heavitree
Gap’), 1989, the text amplifies the inherent inadequacy of the landscape paradigm in discussion with
Country (and with Namatjira).

The idea however, that Western landscape can somehow include Aboriginal Country is neo-colonial,
specifically because of landscape’s claimant history and approach. While Burn never professed this, his
‘unauthorised collaborations’ with amateur landscape painters and with Namatjira are nevertheless
appropriations. Homage to Albert superimposes the text: ‘A landscape is not something you look at but
something you look through,’ over a photographic and painted reproduction of a Namatjira painting. Here
perhaps Namatjira’s painting is saying that, being in Country as an Indigenous person, he sees right
through the inadequacy of landscape. The question is can a non-Indigenous person learn to see through
the limitations of landscape by learning to understand Country? This is perhaps the question Burn is
asking. However, Burn’s ‘revaluing’ of Namatjira is also problematic. When he and Ann Stephen
‘likened’ Namatjira’s Painted Woomera66 on which he painted with a landscape-looking image, to the
“’doubling’ (of) a ready-made in Western art, for it threw into confusion existing…categories of ‘the
primitive’ and ‘the modern’”, were they in effect ‘claiming’ Namatjira for postmodernism, on the
assumption that Namatjira was making postlandscape art? The great difference here is that in comparison
with landscape, Country is non-claimant as an approach to place (Aboriginal legal and artistic land claims
over land are a function of the necessity of operating within and against the claimant – appropriating or
stealing by the landscape paradigm). Namatjira was not appropriating but rather took up landscape
painting techniques in order to engage openly with the landscape paradigm and, significantly, through an
informal collaboration with his friend and teacher Rex Battarby. In the context of Namatjira painting a
landscape-looking image on his woomera, I suggest he was actually unlandscaping the paintings ‘view’,
rather than postlandscaping the woomera.

According to Burn:
The interpretive power of modernist histories of Australian art derives from a capacity to
project their own exclusivity in terms of a borrowed theoretical coherence – that is, from
the pantheon of European modern styles – and from the claim to represent the authentic
modern vision of the world. Such beliefs are now deeply problematic and the history of
Australian art has much to benefit from its post modern rewriting.67

When Burn wrote this, was as he also suggesting that this re-conception was already well underway in the
work of Namatjira? According to Stephen, Namatjira’s art was a direct influence on Burn’s critique of
the landscape paradigm: “In revaluing Namatjira’s work, Burn observed how ‘the landscape itself is not
the subject focused upon but instead reads as something one journeys through; its references seem more
66
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about distances than vastness.”68 Burn’s mistake however, was to assume that ‘landscape’ – the iconic
‘concept’ behind colonialism – could be ‘value added’ to become somehow commensurate with
Aboriginal Country. While ‘value added’ might imply that the landscape paradigm has something
missing, it remains emblematic of the distinct difference in approaches by Landscape and Country
(claimant / non-claimant respectively), which cannot be so easily assimilated. Burn undoubtedly broke
new ground in the critique of ‘landscape’ but it remains difficult to reconcile his intuitive and intellectual
understanding of Namatjira’s work with his conceptual postlandscape approach to his ‘value-added
landscapes’. Burn’s use of English language text printed on transparent Perspex and mounted in front of
appropriated ‘amateur’ landscape paintings, which he describes as “the loss of landscape into language,”69
demonstrates a clear postlandscape ‘point of view’. While this strategy may be seen to critique Western
landscape’s relevance as the postcolonial problematic in dialogue with Aboriginal Country, it also
amplifies the ‘landscape paradigm’, re-doubling the perspectival horizontal ‘landscape’ format of the
work with the use of the perspectival English language of the colonizer demanding a perspectival view
through the text to the ‘horizon of being’ within the landscape painting. Burn explains,

The text contests the representational limits of the landscape painting, opening it up to other
competencies of the viewer and ‘realising’ new qualities of the painting…The text engages the
picture in order to insist on incommensurability’s: it proposes a unity to inform us of
discontinuities. 70

He is unable however, to delimit landscape to the extent of engaging with or acknowledging the
Aboriginal people, whose country was painted in the first place by the amateur landscape painters (and
then doubly landscaped by his text). The ‘unity’ he proposes and informs us of therefore is merely that of
the re-doubled ‘landscape paradigm’ (postlandscape), as claimant of Country – re-appropriated and
anonymous. Perhaps had he used Arrernte rather than English text on the overlay, his ‘value-added
landscapes’ might have a different agency. But then, without collaboration with an Arrernte person, or
being fluent in Arrernte language, this would also have been appropriation.

Burn’s Value Added Landscapes are seminal to my own practice and are both a starting point and a
counterpoint to my 2006 collaborative project with puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) titled meenamatta
lena narla puellakanny : Meenamatta Water Country Discussion. Everett and I created a series of twelve
collaborative works over a period of two years, which from my perspective present a deliberate critique of
the idea of Burn’s delimiting ‘value added’ landscapes. The series was conceived over two years,
working collaboratively ‘out-bush’ in meenamatta Country (NE Tasmania) and in the studio in Hobart,
Tasmania. Jim and I describe our collaborative process as working exmodern (which I discuss in the next
chapter). Each painting incorporates text specifically located across the notional ‘horizon line’ of the
painting, however this text is written in Tasmanian Aboriginal languages which were reclaimed and
reinterpreted by Everett from various colonial texts and other sources specifically for the project. The
68
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colonized language is therefore decolonized through our collaborative working practice in meemamatta
Country. The location and language (of the text) within the paintings deliberately critique and ‘return to
sender’ the single point perspective landscape ‘view-point’, pushing the perspectival horizon back out
towards the viewer as a reassertion of Aboriginal language, oral history and Country. We are inviting and
challenging the viewer to re-enter the work via a more contemporary intercultural reinterpretation of
modes of translation and to ‘listen’ to the unwritten language of meenamatta Country. The majority of
works include text in Tasmanian Aboriginal language (English translations are provided as part of each
work’s title). By way of the creative process being an intercultural collaborative reinterpretation of
unwritten languages, both oral and visual, the paintings’ spatiality is neither landscape, nor postlandscape.
Meenamatta Country is able to welcome the viewer in its own language. In this way we present a more
potent ‘loss of landscape into language’ than that of Ian Burn’s ‘value added’ landscapes. The central
work in the series – the diptych titled, meenamatta lena walantanalinany (meenamatta water country) beyond the colonial construct: meenamatta map of unlandscape (2006), expands the spatiality ‘inbetween’ Landscape meeting Country. One half of the work contains all of the writing for the project,
both in Tasmanian Aboriginal languages and in English, while the other half deliberately contains no
written text at all, demonstrating that Aboriginal oral tradition is an implicit part of meenamatta Country
and of the collaboration. One failing of this work, perhaps, is the lack of presentation of the actual oral
and artistic dialogue over two years between puralia and myself, which is the true ‘work of
collaboration’. However the finished painting is also in this sense a specifically charged afterimage
requiring further work and imagination on the part of the audience.

In contrast to Burn’s unauthorized appropriations of actual works by unknown amateur artists,
meenamatta lena narla puellakanny : Meenamatta Water Country Discussion, is a collaboration and as
such further delimits the relationship between landscape and Country, by productively engaging and
criss-crossing the intercultural ‘gap’ between us. While Jim is the writer and I am the painter, we both
identify as ‘the artists’, making both the writing and the painting.
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SECTION 2

COLLABORATION IN THE AGE OF POSTLANDSCAPE

This section examines intercultural collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artists in
Australia and the idea of working exmodern.
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Chapter 5:
Unwrapping postlandscape71 ambivalence

Intercultural involvement consists not only of accepting the Other in an attempt to
understand him or her and to enrich myself with his or her diversity. It also implies that
the Other does the same with me, problematizing my self-awareness. 72
Gerardo Mosquera

The contemporary stumbling block for postcolonial collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal
artists in Australia remains that the colonial relation is not repeated. Perhaps it is for this reason that few
non-Aboriginal visual artists have so far made serious or sustained efforts to pursue such collaboration.

Western Desert painting presents a powerful alternative to the central icon of Australian art – landscape
painting. Its art world acceptance in the 1980s and 90s corresponded with the self-conscious rejection by
the Australian avant-garde of the ‘Australian Landscape Painting Tradition’. The trajectory of Western
painting, from the invention of ‘landscape’ in the post-Renaissance colonial era to the parallel
appropriative strategies of (Western) modernism and postmodernism, continues to be powerfully
confronted in Australia by another parallel, long and complex history of painting, that of Aboriginal
artists painting Country. The idea of ‘working exmodern’ describes a strategy for working in new ways
within this spatiality, rather than across a continuing notional (postmodern) spatial divide between
Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country.

Working exmodern implicitly recognizes that while

intercultural contemporaneity will forevermore be influenced by particular global modernisms in play:

One major difference between indigenous knowledge and western knowledge [remains.
That] is that indigenous knowledge systems usually do not have separate categories for
science, art, religion, philosophy, nature, and culture. Instead, indigenous knowledge
systems are holistic, with all elements of matter viewed as interconnected and not able to be
understood in isolation.73

Consequently I explore whether successful collaboration of the type this thesis examines, perhaps by
definition, exists without the restriction of (post)modern strategies or the juxtaposition of global
modernisms altogether?
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Collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal visual artists remains problematic and rare. In the
early 1980’s, Tim Johnson was the first non-Aboriginal artist to develop a sustained collaborative art
practice with Aboriginal artists as part of his challenge to landscape modernism. His colleague Imants
Tillers soon followed, albeit with a more appropriative bent, and between them they were instrumental in
the emergence what I called in the previous chapter, postlandscape. Their approach is generally seen and
discussed in the light of postmodernism’s ‘system of appropriative collaboration.’ As Green and Gardner
describe, “…collaboration occurs between images in the re-enactment of works of art…(such) reenactment and re-staging have again become buzzwords…in part encouraged by Western pop culture’s
evergrowing fondness for simulated experiences…”74 In this chapter I unpack ‘appropriative
collaboration’, asking: What is the difference between contemporary postconceptual ‘simulated’ or
‘appropriative’ collaboration and what I call actual collaboration?

Much contemporary art practice in Australia now hinges on the perpetual appropriation of the ‘other’, as
in the context of this thesis, as authorised by postlandscape. This is significant in the context of a
pervasive contemporary non-Aboriginal ambivalence, which I argue has both generated and perpetuated
the postlandscape ‘gap’ between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal art in Australia. Such appropriation is
often couched as ironical comment or is in defiant accord with the dominant landscape paradigm’s
controlling ‘western grip’75 - as if it is simply one’s postcolonial right as a global citizen to do so, as
opposed to developing a more reciprocal dialogue earned through postcolonial collaborative discussion.

Homi Bhabha’s postcolonial idea of a cultural ‘in-between’ does, according to Bhabha, “provide the
terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal – that initiate new signs of identity,
and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society itself”.76
However Bhabha’s model of the new global citizen is derived from a politics of migration that discounts
the Indigenous—in this case the post-WW2 migration of the colonised into the territory of the colonizers.
The context of Australia demands a different model of the ‘in-between’. Here the global citizen must also
negotiate with a pervasive and complex Indigenous reality – that is, with the diversity of Aboriginal
conceptions of Country and the attendant intercultural responsibilities.

Intercultural misunderstandings in Australia as elsewhere have always been a feature of the (post)colonial
experience no matter how well intentioned. Such ‘misunderstandings’ and their discussion and resolution
are indeed the exciting and fertile ground continually defining the leading edge of Australian
contemporary art practice today; the specific art of both actual intercultural collaboration and such
informal collaboration could be described as communication through misunderstanding. In terms of the
modern period, the history of such cultural intersections in visual art begins with artists such as Albert
Namatjira, Rex Battarbee, and Margaret Preston. While these artists did not collaborate in the strict sense
of the word, they were among the first Australian modernists open to the idea of intercultural artistic
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convergence. Others since whose work has clearly informed and been informed by what might be
described as informal/discursive collaboration include Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, Ian
Fairweather, Tony Tuckson, John Davis,77 Dick Roughsey, David Mowaljarli, just to name a few.

Another lesser known trajectory in the emergence of informal intercultural collaboration in Indigenous art
practice is most evident in what might be seen as a re-direction of the landscape perspective by
Indigenous artists in the context of inviting dialogue and making paintings with the specific purpose of
opening Aboriginal story and meaning up for uninitiated audiences. Leading contemporary artists such as
Yunkurra Billy Atkins78 from Martu Country in the Pilbara, and the first artists from the Warmun (Gija)
school of painting such as George Mung Mung, Paddy Jaminji, Hector Jandany among others, forged a
uniquely informal collaborative approach which involves disarmingly open intercultural discussion.
These artists are members of a new pantheon uniting religious and visual art languages – reconfiguring
perspectival landscape, figuration and what are often seen as more abstract or iconographically driven
stories from Country. For example, as Judith Ryan has related, many of the senior cultural leaders in
Warmun who initiated the Warmun school of painting also taught Gija language and culture at the
Warmun school and were instrumental in “the fostering of ‘two-way’ education, which…is a vital
element in the current efflorescence of art in the east Kimberley but it is often ignored in the literature.”79
This early work at Warmun led to what I believe should now be regarded as one of the most significant
intercultural art movements in Australian art history. The Warmun school of ochre painting, well known
for innovatively combining the aesthetics of Landscape and Country, figuration and abstraction, is an
open invitation to an audience to participate in the ‘two-way’ dialogue between Gija and Christian / EuroAustralian culture, seminal in the emergence of Australian intercultural art practice80. Similarly, as
anthropologist John Carty recently wrote of Yunkurra Billy Atkins’ work, “Underlying all the cultural
protocols and aesthetic strategies of Yunkurra’s art…is the equally clear conviction that he paints to be
understood. ‘Kartiya (white people) can read this one… They can understand what I mean.’ His
landscapes and animals, figures and icons are painted with the conviction that their meanings are legibleunderstandable-to outside audiences in ways that purely abstract and iconographic works cannot be.”81

A number of significant contemporary urban based Indigenous artists such as Tracey Moffatt, Brook
Andrew, Richard Bell, Tony Albert, Vernon Ah Khee and Destiny Deacon also make non-collaborative
work which effectively and variously questions non-Aboriginal visual artists’ approach and lays the
provocative ground for further actual intercultural collaborative discussion in Australian art. All of these
artists and others are leading the way by making work that acknowledges the undeniable complexity of
what, until relatively recently, was usually seen as the intercultural divide between Aboriginal and non-
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Aboriginal artists in Australia. In this context I suggest, postlandscape, like postmodernism, is being
displaced into a new capacity for working exmodern.

Prior to the late 1960’s, collaboration of any kind was not a common occurrence among Western
modernist artists, let alone with artists who were Aboriginal. It has always been however, a natural way
of working for many artists from Indigenous and other cultures. It is arguable that in Australia many
close relationships that formed between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people have been the direct result
of Aboriginal people’s collaborative approach to such relationships, despite the anti-collaborative
approach of modernism and the general background of colonialism. As Paul Carter makes clear in his
book, Lie Of The Land, “A society engaged with clearing the ground, in danger of tripping over the
unthinkable and the unnameable, is hardly able to internalize movement and transform it into a selfsustaining dance.”82 By contrast, says Carter, what Geoffrey Bardon called the ‘hieroglyphs’ of
Pintupi/Arrernte Country, were offered in the 1970s as ‘hieroglyphs’ of conciliation: “(t)hey were
invoked out of [traditional] context to create new context, as acts of diplomacy, as methods of
improvising a new grounding of black-white relations under colonialism.”83 Today, in my experience,
such a collaborative attitude continues to be a central tenet of being welcomed to Aboriginal Country as a
non-Aboriginal person. For example, when working in remote Aboriginal communities, one is expected
to participate in the many aspects of the day to day lives of people, such as bush trips, food gathering and
day to day administration, as well as to fulfil the role for which one is employed or the project on which
one is working. In my working experience with many Aboriginal communities, such a collaborative and
innately conciliatory approach has always resulted in a profoundly generous welcome. Intercultural,
artistic collaboration is also seen by many Aboriginal artists as a welcome discussion or a non-issue,
whether they choose to collaborate themselves or not. And yet, for non-Aboriginal artists and their
audiences, such formal intercultural artistic collaboration with Aboriginal artists appears to remain
problematic.

Contrary to Ian McLean’s view that, “(t)he main impediment to collaboration is not different world-views
but historical…(the) trauma (of the Australian colonial holocaust) is etched like a brand on the psyche of
this country, and is reiterated every time the two sides meet,”84 my personal working experience is that
these are generally not issues amongst artists but rather amongst commentators and the audience. That
actual artistic collaboration between myself and artists in remote communities is always welcomed with
the same serious intent with which it is offered and often remarked upon as being the first time a
whitefella has wanted to ‘listen to country the proper way’. Further, in my experience, if there is a posttraumatic fear, it is experienced largely by non-Aboriginal artists and only by artists who are Aboriginal if
the approach by non-Aboriginal artists is not genuinely collaborative (equitable). Because Western
artists are less well versed in the openness of collaborative art practice, traditionally more focussed on the
modernist model of the artist as sole author, and heir to the history of problematic postcolonial politics,
82
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non-Aboriginal artists, they seem often to feel ill-equipped to participate in such a way. Consequently the
history to date of such intercultural relationships has, despite growing evidence of many other forms of
intercultural artistic collaboration in fields such as dance, music and cinema, resulted in very few actual
artistic collaborations between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal visual artists.

It is, I suggest, the

specifically ‘different world-view’ of non-Aboriginal, so-called post-colonial visual artists which
undermines their courage to challenge the impediment imposed by the history of (neo)modernist
appropriation of Indigenous imagery and Country. I suggest that, while restricted by the economic
imperatives of an art market which still confuses much art by Aboriginal artists as modernist abstraction,
and paradoxically separates Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal art categories, non-Aboriginal artists should
assume as much collaborative and intercultural responsibility as their Aboriginal peers if a more
significant sense of so-called global modernity is to be fully understood in Australia. If as McLean
writes, “[the Aboriginal] Dreaming seems alien to the modern world, the logic of its tracks at least
rhymes with the new post-national global networks that are shaping postmodern subjectivity, and better
reflects the contemporary world than the template of national borders,”85 I suggest that it will only be
through actual artistic collaboration that this can be truly understood and articulated beyond its enactment
as an idea.

The historical lack of ‘real-time’ or actual artistic collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal
visual artists, is the most avoided issue of our time. The brevity of art historian Terry Smith’s discussion
of the history of intercultural collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artists in his key text,
Transformations in Australian Art: Modernism and Aboriginality (2002), seems typical. Essentially all
Smith is able to contribute is that, “Sustained collaborations such as those between Tim Johnson and
Papunya artists Turkey Tolson Tjupurrula and Michael Nelson Tjakamarra during the 1970’s, where the
making of paintings was a shared process, have been rare. But they are increasing…”86 Because such
collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artists only became a way of working, and even
then only rarely, in the postconceptual period (that is, after 1970), it remains a new and potentially the
most original phenomenon in Australian art. As Terry Smith has also written with reference to Tim
Johnson’s collaborations, “His art occupies an important place on the edge of the most interesting, and
difficult, fissure in Australian art: that which exists between white and black visual cultures”87.
Presumably also, as co-collaborators with Johnson, Turkey Tolson Jupurrula and Michael Nelson
Tjakamarra should be acknowledged as working at this same cutting edge.

Charles Green is instructive in clearly articulating the contemporary ground of the lack of such
collaboration in Australia. In his 2004 article Group Soul, Who Owns the Artist Fusion? he writes;

My aim is to delineate the artistic field generated by the incorporation of others and
‘Others’ within cross-cultural or cross-artist fusions. In Australia this is a particularly
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loaded topic…. I am…insisting on the difference between two models of artistic
collaboration. The first is the popularly held view of collaboration as reconciliation,
implying both profit and loss. …(In) the second…the parts of the relationship merge to
form something else, in which the whole is more than the sum of its parts.88

Further, and most significantly in the context of this thesis, Green writes that such collaboration “…is an
act of disappearance, born not out of a desire to break through the limitations of the self but from a desire
to neutralise the self in order to clear working space.”89 Green’s article focuses on Marina Abramovic
and Ulay’s 1979 and 1981 visits to Australia which led to their collaboration with Charlie Tjararu
Tjungurrayi in Amsterdam in 1983, and the relationship between Western Desert painting and post-studio
art. The collaboration involved one of the 22 performances of Nightsea Crossing (performed in various
locations across the world between 1981 and 1987), in which the three artists sat motionless and quiet
around the table from each other for several hours, supposedly engaged in psychic communication of an
esoteric nature. While the collaboration does represent an important moment of intercultural exchange
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, it was heavily framed by Abramovic and Ulay’s project,
in which Tjungurrayi – and in another iteration of Nightsea Crossing, a Tibetan monk – played the role of
exotic other. Charles Green has described collaborations such as Abramovic and Ulay’s in terms of a
third hand that was a ‘strategic means of shedding the traditional signs of unwanted artistic personality –
the conventional studio-based artistic identity increasingly under question in the 1970s.”90 However, we
may ask, where is the third hand in this performance of three participants, or of Tjungurrayi and the third
hand of Abramovic and Ulay. Perhaps the idea of the ‘third hand’ as Green defines in relation to
Elizabeth Grosz’s discussion of “the externalized image of the body as an ideal Other…the artists’
phantom appendage or third hand,”91 is not applicable as a trope for the specifically grounded nature of
intercultural collaboration which seeks to achieve the exact opposite; to unlimit intercultural spatiality
rather than perpetuate neo-colonial conceptions of Otherness.

Now, nearly thirty years later, we appear not yet to have moved beyond westernizing assumptions and
cultural cringe by non-Aboriginal artists about the integrity of intercultural artistic collaboration with
Aboriginal artists. This is despite collaboration in visual art at a global level now being essentially
considered a norm in artforms such as installation, video and performance art and a logical expansion and
understanding of the complexity inherent in the global lexicon of identities in visual art, Gilbert and
George, The Starn Twins, Gerda Steiner and Jorge Lenzlinger, are just a few well-established visual art
collaborators. Even more visionary are the approaches taken by the Ukrainian 2009, and forthcoming
Icelandic 201192 pavilions for the Venice Biennale – both of which deliberately open their national
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identities up to being re-defined by invited artists from other countries to represent them. “These two
vectors of cultural exchange – ‘Ukraine-Global’ and ‘Global-Ukraine’ – travel in tandem with one
another, rather than colliding like two planets. That there is no controversy whatsoever is evidenced by
the fact that so many people from other countries have expressed their desire to participate in the
Ukranian project.”93 A similar openness or ‘disappearance’ of self (which I discuss further in the
exhibition exegesis and later in this dissertation) was central to my own collaborative intent in working
reciprocally with Kayili Artists on Kuluntjarra World Map. However the ‘act of disappearance’ in my
case is more a personal letting go of the ‘landscape imperative’ and its logic of identity through the
process of actual collaboration. Kayili artists’ openness in welcoming me to work with them in their
Country is, I suggest, in parallel with those international approaches described above, an example of what
I call an exmodern working relationship.

Green and Gardner background the emergence of such collaborative working methods in terms of the
broader history of artistic collaboration:
The drive to rethink artistic authorship was not the property of any one period – even one as
productively unstable as the late 1960s and 1970s – or of the present. It constitutes a
historical trajectory, wherein artistic collaboration in the former period was part of an
important sea-change then as it is in contemporary art.94

Consequently new globalized post-national subjectivities have made us all increasingly aware of the
divided and multiple identity formations we all inhabit and negotiate on a daily basis. Aboriginal
identities have also become part of this flux, and form the subject of many Aboriginal artists, such as
Andrew, Deacon, Moffatt, as well as non-Aboriginal artists such as Johnson and Tillers. Today it is
difficult (even futile) to escape the intercultural in Australia, to the point that both, to do so, or to try to
ignore it reinforces colonialism. This is evident in the way in which modernist landscape painters, such as
Fred Williams, John Olsen and others appear to remain sidelined as outmoded landscape painters because
of latent and politically correct fears of treading on the ground of the Aboriginal ‘other’. This may be the
reason that there has been a marked retreat from a significant intercultural strategy in terms of
understanding the difference between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country, that of painting enplein air or in contemporary terms (as Green describes) working post-studio.
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Chapter 6:

Collaboration or not, between non-Aboriginal & Aboriginal artists

While the [global] prominence of collaborative artistic practices is now unmistakeable,
the status of its aesthetic value and its social effects is very much in dispute,95
Nikos Pastergiadis

The history of formal artistic collaboration between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artists (as distinct
from what might be described as informal, discursive, appropriative or influenced collaboration) while
short and rare, has become an integral part of the practice of a small number of artists in Australia since
the early 1980s. Among the relatively few who have collaborated formally in this way are Marina
Abramovic and Ulay with Charlie Tjararu Tjungurrayi, Tim Johnson with artists from Papunya including
Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri and Michael Nelson Tjakamarra, Imants Tillers with Michael Nelson
Tjakamarra, Eugene Carchesio with Gordon Bennett96 and Mandy Martin with Wiradjuri artist Trisha
Carroll.

White Australian culture is founded on a history of colonial violence and exclusion of Aboriginal culture
except as appropriated forms of Australiania, and is justified today by the conditional ‘inclusion’ of so
called ‘Aboriginal art’ on the terms of contemporaneity and globalization. As will be discussed in the
next chapter, Imants Tillers’ art and reflects the complex relationships between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal art within this contemporary globalized scene and exemplifies the current tension between a
lack of actual collaboration and a surfeit of quasi collaboration. Tim Johnson’s paintings have been
described as “…among the most contentious of the decade, were also perceived by many to be reflective
of the processes and sensitivities required for acceptable post-modern exchange”97 and continue to
influence his current work which has since shifted to being what I would call an influenced collaboration
with those Papunya artists and actual collaboration with Tibetan Buddhist artists.

Imants Tillers’ actual collaborations with Michael Tjakamarra Nelson over the past decade are a
relatively tentative and less expansive attempt to supplement his appropriation-based practice and counter
its criticism. Initiated by Michael Tjakamarra Nelson via Michael Eather of Fireworks Gallery, there have
been nine collaborations over nine years, an extension of the dialogue Tillers initiated by appropriating
Tjakamarra Nelson’s Five Stories, for his work The Nine Shots98. Mandy Martin, who has collaborated
informally over a number of years with Mangkaja artists from Fitzroy Crossing (Mandy Martin and
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Mangkaja Artists Painting Fitzroy River Valley Country 2007-200999, Australian Galleries) and formally
with emerging artist Trisha Carroll, is demonstrating a sensitive and long term commitment to the
discussion, while lesser known artist Adam Rish has sporadically made what he calls “world art (like
world music)”100 with a number of artists including Hector Jandany, Lily Karedada and Fred Tjakamarra
(as well as with weavers and carpet designers from Indonesia and Turkey), which straddle a fine line
between collaboration and appropriation and appear to dwell more in the exoticisation of the ‘other’.
Rish himself claims that he sees his role as an artist as a "‘re-presenter’ [sic] interpreting traditional codes
and signs into their equivalents for post-Christian, bourgeois, domestic culture.”101

A far more significant and substantial collaboration by Peter Adsett and Rusty Peters, Two Laws, One Big
Spirit102 (painted in 2000), forged new ground in terms of intercultural collaborative conception and
exhibition. Adsett says that the individual paintings themselves are not formally collaborative, “I never
saw what we did as a collaboration. Rusty wasn't working on my canvas; nor was I working on his. There
were two separate laws, in fact, so we never collaborated. It was more about two artist sitting down and
having a dialogue in paint,”103 Nevertheless, Adsett and Peters developed a sophisticated collaborative
discussion subverting intercultural presumptions through the universal language of painting with a jointly
conceived body of fourteen works in seven pairs. According to Mary Alice Lee, “We could think of this
shared space as operating beneath the plane of social interaction, beneath verbal language, which is so
often a barrier. It allowed Rusty and Peter not only to maintain their different cultural traditions, or 'laws'
as painters, but to celebrate difference itself.”104

A number of non-Aboriginal artists also openly

acknowledge intercultural influence and engage in discursive or influenced collaboration as a key source
of their work. Marina Strocchi and Wayne Eager’s dialogue with Ikuntji artists is has spanned many
years and is a key example of informal collaboration and intercultural communication (particularly
because they both speak Pintupi). Ildiko Kovacs’ work with Jukuja Dolly Snell and Wakartu Cory
Surprise (Sitting down with Jukuja & Wakartu, 2009, Raft Artspace) are also key examples. Of Ildiko
Kovac’s and Cory Surprise’s project, Nicholas Rothwell has written, it was “(n)ot quite collaboration, it
grew into something much more precious: artists from two distinct worlds finding in each other's
company a mutual inspiration, a creative bridge.”105 While at one level these examples simply reflect
what has long been common to both Western and Indigenous art practices all over the world –artists
working in shared studios and in active influential conversation with each other – they are also highly
significant in terms of acknowledging and forging new shared ground between cultures that for two
centuries have been at war with each other.

Collaboration has several connotations: “Cooperation is always positive, collaboration is positive except
in wartime (working with the enemy), and collusion is always negative (working together in secret for a
99
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dishonest purpose)”106. Ian McLean writes, “(t)o not collaborate with one’s enemy is the ultimate form
of resistance. But collaboration can also be a form of resistance when it negotiates something in
exchange. A characteristic of Indigenous contemporary art is the constant play between the inherently
collaborative nature of their aesthetic practices and the postcolonial difficulty of collaborating with their
colonizers, an opening and withholding.”107 The ‘difficulty’ of such collaboration is also due to the nature
of much Aboriginal art, which y withholds information from the uninitiated and by non-Aboriginal art,
However the greatest challenge is the individualist ethic of Western art, its Eurocentrism, and the legacy
of colonialism which has left non-Aboriginal artists uninterested in collaborating with Aboriginal artists.
Hence the idea of ‘negotiation of something in exchange’ (as distinct from attempted appropriation) by
non-Aboriginal artists has only just begun to occur.

Unfortunately however, the ‘exchange’ continues to be dominated by appropriation – re-branded as postcolonial ‘translation’, or resisted altogether. Clearly then, underlying the question of such intercultural
collaboration for non-Aboriginal artists remains the fear of the ‘other’ and of the possible destabilization
of the entire colonial project of modernity, the defence of which is the concealed plot of postlandscape.
As a good friend and artist colleague told me recently (early 2010), he was ‘advised’ not to openly broach
questions of interculture between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people directly in his postgraduate
study, because it would be ‘opening a can of worms’.

This fear is prevalent and it runs deep, yet it is

profoundly counterintuitive in an artworld which almost everywhere else is embracing the collaborative
reality of global modernism.

Nikos Papastergiadis writes that since the 1990’s “the (global) shift from the position of the artist as
producer, to the artist as a collaborator in the construction of social knowledge, not only leads towards
consensual representations of other people’s reality, but also redistributes agency in the production of
social meaning.”108 Art made by artists in Australia who are Aboriginal, includes a long history of
collaboration which is however rarely acknowledged in the wider art world, due mainly to the historical
demand for single author attribution and authenticity by the art market. As Hetti Perkins and Hannah
Fink write, “Western Desert painting (for example) is an expression of the nexus between ceremony and
country…While collaborative, or communal, art does not exclude notions of individuality or genius,
neither are the notions of tradition and innovation mutually exclusive.”109 Further, in a discussion about
the “implied dismissal of the cultural and intercultural projects of (indigenous people)” by the West, Fred
Myers writes,
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What I call the ‘intercultural production’ of an Aboriginal fine art occurs not in a generic
engagement of ‘us’ and ‘them’ but through historically and institutionally specific
mediations …The social dimension of interpretation makes all such activity
fundamentally negotiation…Interpretive struggle (or contestation) is the most visible
instance of a process of semiosis that should always be conceived as open-ended rather
than closed and final.110

Two examples of major collaborations within Aboriginal communities are the famous Ngurrara II (1997)
land claim canvas made by artists from Fitzroy Crossing in northern Western Australia, and the
Yunpalara (2007) canvas made by eleven artists from Patjarr, in the Gibson Desert (which preceded the
intercultural collaborative studio component of this thesis, Kuluntjarra World Map (2008/09), which I
made with many of the same artists from Patjarr.) Collaboration is innate to many Indigenous cultures
because, as Myers has pointed out, identity formation is not restricted by the narrow horizons of
individual subjectivity but is part of a wider inter-subjective dialogue in which Country and various
aspects of the lived environment are also subjects with which one’s own position must be negotiated.

A feature of the continuing avoidance of sustained actual collaboration is the postmodern engagement
with the archive of art by Aboriginal artists – what Green and Gardner call the ‘Atlas effect’, after Aby
Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas. “The Atlas proposes an art of the in-between, what Warburg called the
‘iconology of the interval’,”111 and by extrapolation Imants Tillers’ ‘Book of Power’. However, while
“supplanting the self by embodying the archive may be one possible means of countering the increased
regulation of image use today…”,112 it also reifies the archive—which is so often a Western archive of
Aboriginalia. This is necessarily also true of Indigenous artists such as Gordon Bennett, Tracey Moffat,
Judy Watson, Fiona Foley, Richard Bell, Julie Gough and Brook Andrew, whose highly significant
critiques of the archive inevitably to some extent also affirm its inherent intercultural nature.113 (Note:
This is also the case for puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett), in terms of his reinterpretation of colonial
records of Tasmanian Aboriginal languages for our collaboration, meenamatta lena narla puellakanny :
meenamatta water country discussion, 2006).

While the ‘Atlas Effect’ is a powerful tool for generating contemporary artistic dialogue and awareness, I
suggest that its postmodern obsession can sometimes be avoidant of, and therefore limited in comparison
to, the inherently more difficult potentiality of real-time actual intercultural collaboration to demonstrably
transcend Otherness. This seems particularly difficult for non-Indigenous postmodern artists. As Green
and Gardner describe, “The real importance of artistic collaboration lies not in a singular significance, but
in the intersection of redefinitions of the artist with redefinitions of art prompted by productivist changes
in form from studio to post-studio work...”.114 This shift began to occur in Australia with Christo’s The
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Wrapped Coast in 1969, which I argue is the formative precursor to the art practices of artists such as
Imants Tillers’ and Tim Johnson, who argued for the necessity of a new style of intercultural openness
and discussion with Aboriginal artists and Country, albeit as “context shifters rather than as content
providers”115
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Chapter 7

Imants Tillers & Tim Johnson

Rather than account for the work as a structure for reinventing human relations, they
[postmodern artists] explain the ideas behind the work.116
Paul Carter.

When Imants Tillers volunteered as a student to work on Wrapped Coast, Little Bay, One Million Square
Feet, Sydney, Australia with Christo & Jeanne-Claude in 1969, Tim Johnson was staging his first solo
shows of painting in Sydney and Aboriginal art was yet to gain contemporary prominence in the
Australian art world. What I describe as the subsequent unwrapping of Little Bay would resonate very
differently for these two would-be powerhouses of Australian postmodernism.
the intercultural artistic ‘gap’

117

They each pushed into

in Australian art. Yet while Tillers and Johnson were friends pursuing

similar ends as postconceptual artists and exhibiting in the same exhibitions in the 1970’s, they would
diverge remarkably in their respective approaches over the space of the following ten years. In the 1980s
Tillers became the prime mover of postmodern appropriation, while Johnson moved more rapidly through
his strong “belief in collaboration and democracy” as a school art teacher to, in the 1980s, a serious
collaborative engagement with Buddhism and Aboriginal art.

Imants Tillers

Artist and curator, Ian North notes that Imants Tillers “regards working as a student on Christo’s
Wrapped Coast, Little Bay, Sydney, as a formative experience confirming his interest in conceptual art
and installation.”118 In the context of this thesis, I suggest that this experience would infuse Tillers’ entire
oeuvre with a sense of postlandscape bravado. Tillers makes his artistic mission clear in his 1982 article
“Locality fails,” when he says,

The reluctance for a more explicit identification with the aborigines, for an authentic
‘cultural convergence’ can in part be explained by the deep guilt underlying Australian
culture. For the history of white settlement in Australia in relation to the Aborigines is a
story of…the methodical dispossession of the lands upon which their well-being, selfrespect and survival have depended. ‘Cultural convergence’ is attractive as an idea
because it offers a painless way to expiate our collective guilt of this history while
simultaneously suggesting an easy solution to the more mundane but nevertheless
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pressing problem of finding a uniquely Australian content to our art in an international
climate sympathetic to the notion of ‘regional’ art. The reality of ‘cultural convergence’
which necessitates that political and economic inequities be rectified first is a less
satisfying prospect.119

Almost twenty years later, while Tiller’s historical ‘reluctance’ to collaborate with artists who are
Aboriginal is perhaps, no different from him not collaborating with any other artist he quotes. However,
Michael Tjakamarra Nelson’s coaxing of Tillers into actual collaboration with him (following Tillers’
appropriation his painting Five Dreamings (1984), is I believe a definitive example of Aboriginal
collaborative inclusivity. Tillers’, The Nine Shots (1985) had “propelled the reclusive Tillers to centre
stage as the object of bitter recriminations of cultural theft from Aboriginal activists opposed to
appropriations of Aboriginal imagery.”120 According to Vivien Johnson, Tjakamarra effectively “enacted
his own (counter-attack) on Tillers earlier unauthorised appropriation of his work…this time Tillers
followed the protocols explained to him by [The Campfire Group’s] Michael Eather for collaboration to
take place on Western Desert terms. The artists permission was respectfully sought…”121 However,
Tillers’ still does not see beyond the postlandscape paradigm that his work has been so instrumental in
creating. His sporadic collaborations with Tjakamarra Nelson have not translated into a more concerted
effort to expand this dialogue, but rather they have returned Tillers’ working focus to ‘landscape’ and to a
re-appropriation of Ian Burn’s 1990’s idea of ‘Value added landscapes’122.

The counter argument to mine in this thesis might be proposed as, ‘but Tillers doesn’t collaborate as an
artist with anyone else, so why should he be compelled to collaborate with an Aboriginal artist?’ My
answering question is: Because Tillers acknowledges in his work that he lives in Australia as a result of
colonial appropriation of the land, does he not have a reciprocal obligation to collaborate with those
people who’s land (art) he continues to self-consciously appropriate, to actively re-dress the process of
artistic colonisation particularly given his deep and abiding interest in the landscape painting tradition in
Australia? Conversely, the same questions cannot be applied to artists such as Gordon Bennett, Brook
Andrew, Judy Watson or Julie Gough for example, because these artists are Aboriginal whose historical
and contemporary responsibilities. I believe, differ from those of a non-Aboriginal artist such as Tillers
(or myself). In response to this rhetorical question, I suggest that appropriation of Aboriginal land might
be an even more accurate term than ‘dispossession’ to describe the artistic agency of the European
landscape paradigm colonisation of Australia. As Howard Morphy wrote in the exhibition catalogue for
Tillers’ 2006 retrospective, Imants Tillers, One World Many Visions, at the National Gallery of Australia,
“The danger is that the progressivist history normalises Aboriginal art and makes it part of the discourse
of contemporary Australian art without changing. It concludes that once we start talking to one another
and become part of the same market, we become part of a global ecumene.”123 Such ‘normalisation’ is the
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provincial ambit examined earlier, which presumes that the landscape paradigm is the global ecumene.
From my perspective, Tillers’ apparent presumptions about the ways in which appropriation could find
discursive resonance with the Aboriginal Country in which he lives, that it would and could work in
equivalent ways to juxtapositional discussion between imported cultures in Australia—as evident in his
other paintings— is mistaken.

Charles Green writes, with reference to Tillers’ collaborations with Nelson Tjakamarra,

Gestures concerning cultural convergence are currently, given the hopelessly regressive
political situation in Australia, regarded with enormous suspicion as yet another form of
imperialistic colonisation of minorities by the dominant settler/migrant culture. But the
artistic, as opposed to the didactic, problem with cross-cultural collaborations seems to
occur precisely in the preservation of cultural difference…In a recent collaborative work by
Tillers and Tjakamarra, From Afar (2001), the distinctive signature of each artist is
preserved and presumed artistically necessary for the enactment of an ethical project that
emerges, strangely enough, as self-defeating because it is over-fastidious in its preservation
of cultural difference.124

It seems that the aesthetic and process of non-Aboriginal appropriation of Aboriginal imagery, even when
posthumously authorised via collaboration, draws Green’s conclusion, “the problem of a non-aesthetic set
of criteria – that many contemporary artist groups [and individual artists] in search of social authenticity
through interactivity (is the problem they) are grappling with.”125 This brings into question the entire
contemporary aesthetic of appropriation. So often a patchwork-like juxtaposition of various imagery
forms the contemporary artistic statement of global diversity. Charles Green and Lyndall Brown have
themselves pushed through to collaborative working methods in this mode.

It is useful to return to the beginning of Tillers’ career, to his own honours thesis, in order to understand
the origins of his intercultural approach in Australia. Tillers unwraps the socio-cultural dilemma of art
making in a growth capitalist society in his architecture honours thesis titled, The Beginners Guide to Oil
Painting (1973). He discusses ‘The Role of Art’ under the heading ‘Liberation from the Corporate State’,
heavily referencing Herbert Marcuse’s Essay on Liberation, which he examines as a ‘way’ that “we (can)
be freed from the repressive satisfactions of the unfree society.”126 Tillers asserts:

Since aesthetic form is to emerge in the social process of production, art has to change its
traditional locus and function. It would become an integral factor in shaping reality and
the way of life, this however, [Marcuse] says would involve a transcendence of Art, the
end of the segregation of the aesthetic from the real – the end of the commercial
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unification of business and beauty, exploitation and pleasure. Art would have to recapture
its more primitive ‘technical’ connotations as the art of preparing (cooking!) cultivating,
growing things and giving them a form which neither violates their matter nor the
sensitivity of the individual.127

Tillers answer to this demand for a completely new paradigm of art is encapsulated in what he described
in his thesis as the ‘Open Systems World View’.128 Tillers concludes, “it has been suggested that this
systems-oriented art presents itself potentially at the most potent aesthetic consciousness in terms of
effecting social change, especially since a systems aesthetic necessitates real-time activity.”129
There would seem to be the potential for collaboration in systems-oriented art, and one that would be
conducive to Aboriginal aesthetic practices. After all, as Tillers later himself realized his ‘New
Conceptual Framework’ is already powerfully resonant in Aboriginal art. However in pursuing his goal
Tillers reified the system as a process that dictates meaning, rather being open to dialogue. In this respect
Tillers’ new paradigm remains in the ambit of science and in this respect perpsectivalism. As Augustin
Berque explains,

By developing systems of objects for themselves, modernity hides the relations which
make them things. It abstracts them from the existential tissue of their milieu (our medial
body), reducing it to a physically measurable environment. As this reduction rests on the
principle of identity which founds modern science, it eliminates the logic of the predicate
which makes the worldhood of things. It deworldizes them into objects. By doing so, it
invests them falsely with the value which they owe in fact ontologically to our mediance.
Thus it fetishizes them; and charging them in that way with an intrinsic value, it leads us
to developing them out of scale. Out of scale and fetishized, these systems of objects
change the direction of technic: rather than deploying the functions of the human body, it
dictates its own functionality to human life. Then appears Cyborg: a being which is
mechanized by its mechanical world.130

If postcolonialism means anything, surely the apparently open field of appropriation of the ‘other’, which
Tillers persistently practices, is no longer available in this country as a strategy for ‘enthusiastic
westernizers’ (Pamuk) to utilize for their own ends. The apparently open-ended nature of Tillers’ system
– which since the early 1980s had been his famous ‘canvas board system’ in which each board is part of a
larger infinite work – is precisely its intercultural limitation. The modernist grid, the linear numerical
numbering of the boards, the ‘claiming’ of masses of references on his globalising matrix, the endless
permutations and combinations of juxtapositional translation all display the perspective of an archivist
rather than an artist in truly creative engagement with a subject or place. All of this emerges from what
Tillers called in his Honours thesis a ‘systems-oriented aesthetic’. Coulter Smith’s claim that “what
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makes (Tillers’) Canvasboard System fascinating is that its multidimensional nonlinearity allows many
narratives to be woven from it,”131 only makes sense within the established (by Tillers and others)
limitations of postmodern (postlandscape) ideology; a ‘systems-oriented aesthetic’. Rather, the absolute
linearity of Tillers Canvasboard matrix merely grids-up the postlandscape paradigm for all to see. Tillers
claim that “…when the artist consciously makes art a Life or real-time activity it can start to have actual
social and political consequences”, is absolutely correct. However when the real-time activity is confined
to a systems-oriented aesthetic’, that is, postlandscape, the effect is of continued isolation from the real
world. Rather than a rejection of the imperial perspectival ‘landscape paradigm’ in Australia, Tillers has
established the designer-painter version of what can be described as the postlandscape system; brimful of
the common misconception that the western landscape paradigm (including Western science) could alone
be inclusive and translational of all the world’s difference, including Aboriginal Country. This becomes
particularly clear, in Tillers’ work, Monaro, 1988, as described by Coulter-Smith, “Some of the single
panels (in Monaro) derive from his plein air painting expeditions, but most are in fact auto-appropriations
suggesting that in spite of his plein air experience he remains dedicated to the simulacral as opposed to
the unique original.”132 In the context of discussion with Aboriginal Country, the landscape of Monaro is
therefore the redoubled simulacra of Tillers’ ‘Landscaping’ approach; postlandscape and the gridded lay
up of appropriated signs and symbols a non-real-time activity in Monaro Country.

I don’t think I have read a stronger postlandscape statement than Bernice Murphy’s assertion about
Imants Tillers’ 1990 work in the exhibition, One Painting, Cleaving. She writes, “It is the condition of
the margins to have to submit to a one-way discourse and set of influences, to receive without any
possibility of reply, to exist in a mental space on non-reciprocal communication. This is truly a state of
abjection for the inquisitive, experimental artist affiliated to a Western tradition and discourse about
art…”133 Tillers has continued to make the work, which while often being salient commentary on the
‘condition’ of being a migrant and an Australian (on the ‘other’ side of the world – to use Tillers phrase),
is also arguably the perpetuation of the self-conscious colonial periphery he has so cleverly challenged.
Murphy continues, “In distant provincial centres – indeed in the case of whole countries that must operate
under the sign of province – the situation takes on different complexities.”134 Indeed the ‘whole countries
that must operate under the sign of province’ in Australia, are the more than 200 Aboriginal nations.
Similar to Africa or Europe, these nations are delineated by distinct and separate languages across the
entire continent of Australia.

Tillers’ use of a linear-type system to describe his life’s work seems out of kilter with the perceived
openness and supposed non-linearity of the postmodern project. Tillers’ own description as quoted by
Coulter-Smith, further confirms his works’ postlandscape limitation. “The panels have been numbered
right form the start and the panel count is 1 to (infinity). …All modes of art can be accommodated within
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this book, and all modes of expression…My intention is the exhaustion of all possible categories and I’ll
spend the rest of my life working towards this goal.”135 Such claimant language, particularly with regard
to non-western centric art, including art by Aboriginal artists - much of which defies such linear readings
and questions precisely the approach Tillers is taking - simply looks and sounds like old fashioned,
imperialist landscaping. Tillers’ (to my knowledge) only visits to central and northern Australia were in
2000, as related in his 2001 discussion with Ian North. These brief visits, firstly via light plane form
Bendigo in the south east to the Kimberley region in the northwest, with a group of other prominent
artists, which he described as “an initiation in to the red expanse of Australia’s physical and psychic
interior,” then later with his family “to the spiritual centre of Australia; Uluru, which was truly amazing.”
Such wide eyed romantic travel to ‘the red heart’ is similar in many ways to that which was the basis of
Australia’s modernist landscape artists from Glover and Streeton to Preston, Nolan, Williams, Olsen – the
prime protagonists of the modernist trajectory with which Tillers’ postmodern ‘strategy’ purports to have
broken. Tillers’ apparent lack of interest in Country beyond landscape therefore seems representative of
his fixed location in the postlandscape paradigm in Australia.

The perplexity of Tillers’ statement, “We do not yet have a white artist who can declare with conviction:
‘I am Aboriginal’,”136 is that is seems to undo (or confirm, depending on your viewpoint) his postconceptual oeuvre, and is definitive of the apparent non-locality of postmodernism’s critique of its
modernist self. The colonial claimant ‘landscape’ approach is certainly not annulled by irony. Tillers’
early conception of his famous postmodern ‘doubling’ as a device for colonial critique, using Hans
Heysen’s, Summer (1909) which he titled Untitled 1978, remains emblematic of the point he continues to
miss – that the agency of the landscape paradigm is not a ‘neutral surface or vehicle’ but rather a potent
and selective force (as I have discussed in chapter 1). Contrary to his aim of opening up the discussion
between landscape and Country, Untitled 1978 essentially re-creates the dichotomy and therefore the
‘gap’ within the conceptual mind of postlandscape spatiality itself – as though the reflection, or fold-back
of Tillers’ ‘landscape’ self into itself is the only valid response to the challenge by Aboriginal Country.
Tillers’ reiteration of Robin Coombes statement that Untitled 1978 is “a neutral surface or vehicle (not
dissimilar in feeling to the basic geometries of reductive abstract art) to which we can apply many
interpretations,”137 is evidence that its perceived ‘neutrality’ is only invested in the ‘gap’ he widens

Tillers’ later works from around 1997 onwards (the year he moved to Cooma from Sydney) began to
include the word ‘Horizon’ written in various locations right across many works, for example in The View
from K, 1997-98. Later he began to include the statement, ‘There is no Horizon’. Interestingly these
works follow his long running conceptual project The Bridge of Reversible Destiny and resonate strongly
with his conceptual reversal from Locality Fails to Locality Prevails. However, it is the locality of
landscape which prevails in Tillers’ late work, rather than the locality of Aboriginal Country. It seems
clear that the ‘Horizon’ in Tillers’ later works is also representative of the postlandscape ‘gap’ between
135
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Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country, for the Horizon is well known to be a product of European
perspectival imagination and single-point perspective.

The double reversals in Tillers’ trajectory

(described above) nevertheless demonstrate Tillers’ willingness to reconsider his location within the
‘Book of Power’. However it remains to be seen whether Tillers will re-cross his own Bridge of
Reversible Destiny and move into a more collaborative engagement with Aboriginal Country.

Tillers has written that, ”I have also become interested again in engaging with Aboriginal art since the
move from Sydney and I’m keen to explore both Aboriginal and Christian claims to the land on the
Monaro and elsewhere through the examination of respective sacred sites.”138 However, Tillers own
description of his ‘home town’ of Cooma, as “a European sanctuary in the midst of the dry, austere and
treeless landscape of the Monaro in south-east New South Wales,”139 suggests his detached ambivalence
about the impact of European settlement on Aboriginal Country and implies he sees safety in the
separation of himself from Country. In his most recent work, including his Value Added Landscape series
and his recent expansion of the Nature Speaks series, as the Outback and Melancholy Landscape series, I
can only guess that Tillers is attempting to reconfigure his working approach by re-visiting Ian Burn’s
‘value added’ landscapes’ conceptual gap between modernism and postmodernism. Is Tillers effectively
seeking a new postlandscape tack?

Is he posthumously attempting to re-engage with the often

misunderstood preamble to postlandscape 1950’s and 60’s Australian modernism whereby “Australian
artists were presented (with reference to ‘Recent Australian Painting’ at the Whitechapel Gallery,
London, 1960) as physically enacting the Australian Indigenous spiritual attachment to country through
their direct experience with the landscape. The gestural abstract paintings of settler artists were seen as
proof of this connection.”

140

Sarah Scott relates that, “Like (Margaret) Preston, painters such as Jon

Olsen, Frank Hodgkinson, Ian Fairweather, Sidney Nolan and others, endeavoured [as early and
seemingly at the time, benevolent appropriators] to combine elements of Aboriginal Art with European
Modernist traditions. This was the consequence of a genuine attempt to engage with Indigenous people
and their culture.”141 The noble, yet naive expressive intentions of such Australian modernists however,
were usurped by the more self-conscious postlandscape (postmodern) turn.

Robert Nelson’s 2004 review of Tillers’ exhibition Transmissions: from Here and There, reminds us that
there may still be other ways of engaging with intercultural art practice which are more to do with
expressive invention and mutual response, than with appropriation. In Nelson‘s words,

Tillers’ cleverness seems devoted to iconographic management rather than evocation or
expressive invention…in this highly referenced output, everything seems to be a
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quotation: it’s good postmodern style, from an epoch when originality or authenticity of
vision was supposed to have died along with the author…yet nowhere more than in the
artist’s (Tillers) wilful appropriation of sacred iconographies and schemata that don’t
belong to him…It seems more brazen now, since the awareness of indigenous symbolic
rights has grown, to the point that Tillers’ plunder is seen as symbolic sacrilege, a denial
of the authenticity that is the only property remaining with a dispossessed people, who
now face the further indignity of seeing their holy knowledge trivialised by a clever game
of diasporic chess.142

Tim Johnson

Until recently, of course, the taboos against Westerners involving themselves in any way
in indigenous art were strong. Those taboos gained their urgent force in the 80s, in part
as a reaction to the collaborative paintings made by Sydney artist Tim Johnson during his
frequent visits to Papunya community. …it is hard, today, to see why controversy attended
them, so plainly are they cultural tributes, made in a spirit of strong affection.143
Nicholas Rothwell.

Since at least 1983, when he made works like Maitreya Paradise (1983) and Illusory City (1985), Tim
Johnson’s postlandscape (postmodern) dialogue predominantly between Tibetan Buddhism and
Aboriginal Country (and also his own background in Christianity) goes to the crux of the intercultural
discussion in Australia. Tim Johnson remains arguably the most influential non-Aboriginal artist to have
spent real time on the ground ‘out bush’, listening to Country and collaborating with Aboriginal artists;
acknowledging the Indigenous significance of ‘locality’. Since the early 1980’s, in collaboration with
artists from Papunya, Johnson has illustrated the complexity of and necessity for non-Aboriginal
collaboration with Aboriginal artists.

Johnson’s post-1983 oeuvre can be read as a postlandscape

mandala, a map of Australia’s postmodern spiritual confusion amid its landscaping arrogance, and a
ground-shifting talisman for Australian interculture. Johnson, in parallel to Tillers, has produced a more
collaborative approach in his complex ‘mapping’ of Australian postcolonial identity.

Wayne Tunnicliffe writes, “Johnson’s visionary realms share something of the idealism of…Pure Land
(Buddhism), and he uses this reference both to offer a place in which disparate cultures and traditions can
harmoniously coexist – in a redemptive and utopian manner – but also as a way to point out the distance
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between this ideal and the realities of our contemporary world.”144 This awareness of disjuncture is
something Tillers and Johnson share. For example Tillers has also appropriated the words ‘Pure Land’ in
a number of works.

Johnson’s collaborative approach, which most would perhaps view as more

idealistic than Tillers predominantly appropriative approach, has also changed over time, whereby his
original divergence from Tillers’ strategy of intercultural and international bricolage has more recently
converged.

There is no doubt that “the time Johnson has spent in Central Desert communities, his collaboration with
artists, his work to promote Central Desert art with his former wife Vivien Johnson, his acknowledgment
of his sources, and his development of a unique and multi-referential artistic vocabulary tends to support
the assessment of his art as an individual and respectful engagement with Aboriginal culture.”145
However, “much like the notion of “World Music” in the 1990’s, a fine line existed between inter-cultural
connection and a fetishisation of the Other, and it was a line that risked erasure as Johnson sought to
synthesise Sioux, Buddhist and other non-Western aesthetics in his microcosmic paintings.”146

At the core of Johnson’s approach is the need to observe the subtle cultural differences between the right
of artistic inventiveness versus the right to inherit knowledge. Consider Anita Herle’s comment that,

Johnson has always asserted that he has tried to understand Indigenous Australian art from
inside, learning from and always seeking permission from his Indigenous seniors. The
question, however, remains as to how some of Johnson’s collaborations are anything more
than a kind of game. Certainly this is how (Turkey Tolsen) Tjupurrula described these joint
works to me when we had been laughing over his own ‘imitations’ of Hermannsburg-style
landscapes147.

Either Herle misread Turkey Tolsen’s humour (and this can be an easy thing to do as an eager student of
senior Aboriginal artists, seeking ‘the truth’ about intercultural relations), or Johnson’s appropriation of
Papunya dot designs actually did offend those artists involved and they were too polite and
accommodating to say so at the time. Either way it is clear that Johnson’s intention was everything but to
cause offence, however it goes to show that what might be considered intelligent intercultural dialogue,
via appropriation (even if by permission) or inheritance by one party, may not be considered appropriate
by another.

Fred Myers writes: “Mediation across or between cultures is not different in kind from any other
communicative act, insofar as communication necessitates action through conventional forms and has the
capacity to transform those conventions. The point is to imagine conditions of cultural heterogeneity,
144
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rather than those of consensus, as the common situation of cultural interpretation”.148 Johnson’s early
work most powerfully acknowledges the cultural heterogeneity that is capable of shifting Western
presumptions about Aboriginal people and the way they live and work. This is not the case with
Johnson’s more recent work such as, Walk on (2008) in which he has long since ceased collaborating
directly with Papunya artists, but continues to collaborate closely with Buddhist artists like Nava
Chapman, or works which seem to signal a return to a type of globalising grand-narrative painting, such
as Lotus born (2006) in collaboration with Karma Phuntsok and Brendan Smith. These mystical floating
vessels of postmodern outsourcing beautifully convey the location of Australia postlandscape - lost at sea
in a global intercultural phantasmagoria, They are stylised concoctions of diverse intercultural imagery,
more akin to Tillers’ project than ever before.

However, Tim Johnson has gone a lot further than Tillers in attempting to reconfigure himself for
Aboriginal Country. Johnson’s original intercultural sensibility was specifically honed through his
formative Papunya years of direct desert working experience with Pintupi and Warlpiri people, including
many hours of listening and learning, acute observation and both influential and actual collaboration.
This is the key difference between Johnson and Tillers, and it should not be underestimated. The direct
engagement and influential resonance embodied in Johnson’s early work from the 1980’s becomes even
clearer when viewing his more polished and carefully composed later work. A work he obviously regards
as significant, for it remains in his personal collection is Don Tjungurrayi (1984), a work remarkable for
its intuitive delineation of the non-differentiation of the spatiality of Country, between painter, painting
and the land itself. Tjungurrayi is sitting cross-legged working on a ‘dot’ painting. He is diaphanous
against the red earth and Johnson’s raw interpretation of dotting flows from Tjungurrayi’s partially
completed canvas, virtually seamlessly into the surrounding ground and sky and billycan. This particular
work, along with other works such as John Tjakamarra and Anatjari (1984), clearly demonstrate
Johnson’s affinity and dialogue with the Papunya artists, and poignantly illustrates his respect for the
source of the ‘permission’ granted to him by senior Papunya men to paint with ‘dots’149.

In comparison with works like Lotus born (2006), where the perspectival ‘horizon’ is formed by the
alignment of Buddhist deities lined up across the centre line of the multi-panel works, and a mélange of
intercultural icons or vignettes floating in a radiant field of almost clinically symmetrical dotting, his
1980’s work has a vibrant intimacy that seemingly collapses the ‘between space’ of postcolonial fear into
a ground of shared understanding. It is almost as though in his later work this ‘in-between’ space is
dotted over so as to hide the secret, sacred taboo space of postlandscape confusion, whereas the earlier
work in its immediacy does away with such fear altogether, subconsciously tuning back into Country.
Interestingly, these early works predate Johnson’s formal collaborations with Michael Nelson Tjakamarra
and Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri by approximately five and ten years respectively. Johnson’s years of
informal or influenced collaboration in Papunya was equally formative in terms of his intercultural
sensibility, although his collaborative works are in general more successful in their story or instruction
than in their aesthetic outcome. Johnson’s ‘hand’ in collaboration with both artists is tentative, most
148
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likely out of respect for the artists he is working with, perhaps simply because of the absolute difficulty of
making successful actual collaborative paintings. The number of actual collaborative paintings Johnson
has made with artists who are Aboriginal is relatively few in terms of his entire oeuvre, which has
become dominated over the past twenty years by a focus on the convergence of appropriated and
collaborative Buddhist iconography amidst post-collaborative dotted fields.

While Johnson’s art practice is clearly open to the fluid nature of changing times in a postmodern sense,
the ‘open’ means of his ‘Pure Land Buddhism’ strategy as the dominant theme in his latest work needs to
be further examined in terms of the parallels that Johnson’s work suggests between Buddhism and
Aboriginal Country. Despite Johnson’s art generally being seen as the antithesis of perpetuating terra
incognita, I suggest it might also be interpreted as inadvertently perpetuating the romantic mythologies
and history of a self-conscious provincial Australia looking elsewhere (predominantly Europe, America,
Asia) for justification of its contemporary art credentials.

Elements of Johnson’s ‘postlandscape mandalas’, which at first glance seem to be in search of a more
comprehensive worldly knowledge from within contemporary intercultural Australia, may also undo his
project’s intent. Undeniably beautiful works such as, Western Desert (1986-87), From one cloth (1987)
and Starmap (Chenrezig sems nyad) (1997), tend to rely heavily on his appropriated (with permission)
dotting technique to the point where his post-conceptual intentions almost blur into neo-modernism.
Perhaps this is his ironic intention, however this work tends to resonate with the thoroughly Australian
ideal of a universally inclusive postlandscape, as if a kind of Utopian intercultural unity is possible
through the appropriation of ‘Others’ belief systems. All of these three works deeply question what is
traditionally known as landscape and hover uncomfortably at the liminal edge of postlandscape. Johnson
says, “a mandala could be described as a map to the spiritual cosmos. Everything that is represented in a
mandala is essentially an aspect of the perfected wisdom of the Buddha.”150 However nothing is perfect
in the postlandscape context.

As such this is potentially dangerous but fruitful ground for a

postlandscapist attempting to break with Utopian convergent intent. The appropriation of the perfect
walled-garden of the Tibetan Mandala, surrounded and overlaid by generic post-appropriation dot designs
perhaps merely supplants the imported ‘English garden’ laid out and maintained as ‘pure (post)landscape’
by the Australian Landscape Tradition. Which brings me to the question of where to from here for
Australian intercultural art practice in the context of so-called ‘global modernism’?

150

Kehoe, Sinead “Journey, Sinead Kehoe (New York).” In Acne Paper Magazine, 9 Winter 09/10 (2009) p.37.
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Chapter 8:

The idea of Working Exmodern

…two vectors of cultural exchange – ‘Ukraine-Global’ and ‘Global-Ukraine’ – travel in
tandem with one another, rather than colliding like two planets. Therefore, there is no
controversy whatsoever in the fact that so many people from other countries have
expressed their desire to participate in the Ukranian project. When someone comes to us
to get their impressions, inspiration and ideas, we welcome such “intrusions’ into our
spaces. We are ready to ‘adopt’ such ‘invaders’ and are glad to accommodate
them…because for us, there is no such notion as Ukranians or foreigners when it comes
down to creative work.151
Victor Pinchuk.

The idea of working exmodern engages critically with contemporary theoretical discourse on global
modernism by shifting the focus to the working discussion of intercultural collaborative art practice. It
seems that we still live in the aftermath of modernism, unable to escape its Westernizing fieldwork. Not
only has a whole theoretical discourse since been founded on the notion of postmodernism, more recently
Nicolas Bourriaud has conceived of the notion of ‘Altermodern’152, which he describes as attempting to
“delimit the void after the postmodern…its roots in the idea of ‘otherness’ (Latin alter = ‘other’…)…”153
In “The Ten Modernisms”, Lawrence E. Cahoone writes:

Exmodernism regards modernity as deeply flawed, and so rejects the principles it believes
are intrinsic to modernity, without returning to the premodern, which it sees as similarly
flawed. Modernity has ended, is ending, or ought to end. Exmodernists do not reject the
basic tendencies or characteristics of social modernity…Their focus is on the cultural and
theoretical interpretation of these phenomena. They wish to encourage pluralism of all
kinds (e.g., “multiculturalism”), question the meaning of cultural-theoretical dichotomies
(power/knowledge, empirical/ideal, rational/non-rational, female/male, human/nonhuman, and so forth), eliminate any vestiges of theological and metaphysical foundations
… Exmodernism must rely on counter-attack. It can fight but cannot win: ill-suited to the
mantle of authority, its victory would be its defeat.154
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Pinchuk, Victor. Introduction to, A Poem About an Inland Sea, Ukranian pavilion, 52nd Venice Biennale, 2007, Pinchuk Art
Centre, Arena, Ukraine, 2007, p.4.
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Bourriaud, Nicolas. “Modern, Postmodern, Altermodern?” Transforming Aesthetics, Sydney: Keynote Address, AAANZ
Conference, Art Gallery Of New South Wales, 7-9 July, 2005,
http://archive.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/aaanz05/abstracts/nicolas_bourriaud, accessed 29.11.2010.
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Bourriaud, Nicolas ed. “Altermodern.” In Altermodern: Tate Triennial Exhibition of Contemporary British Art (4th : 2009).
London: Tate Publishing, 2009, p.12.
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Lendon, Nigel. “Iconophilia.net”, Quoted from the Journal of Social Philosophy, v24, #3, pp 194 – 214, 1993),
http://www.iconophilia.net/exmodernity-parents-are-advised-not-to-let-their-children/, viewed 8.12 10.
Note: Nigel Lendon suggests a definition of ‘exmodernism’. On the 15th January, 2010 while writing this thesis I received a google
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Counter this, my idea of ‘working exmodern’ is conceived with a particular focus on Olu Oguibe’s call to
read art ‘within the frames of a larger historical moment than modernism ever was…”155 Rather than as a
‘counter-attack’ on modernism, the idea of ‘working exmodern’ does this by engaging with the lead many
artists around the world are taking in terms of reconfiguring conceptions of modernism through actual
intercultural artistic collaboration, which is integral to the discussion of global modernism. However, it is
conceived as a collaborative working methodology – rather than a theoretical discourse – which aims to
find what Erica Izett has called “a new point of potential”156 within the previously problematic
postcolonial spatiality of global modernisms. ‘Working exmodern’ seeks to be intercultural, collaborative
and non-appropriative. ‘Working exmodern’ can be understood in terms of both its ephemerality as
collaborative lived experience and art practice, and its groundedness in terms of creating material work
that articulates these complex spatialities anew. Above all, ‘working exmodern’ is acknowledgement that
one person’s ‘land not yet known’ is another person’s Country.

The ‘practice’ of ‘working exmodern’ can be equated in some ways with what Martin Heidegger
described as “handiness”.

Heidegger says, “when we just look at things theoretically we lack an

understanding of handiness”157. As collaborating artists, for example, Jim Everett and I see ourselves as
what Heidegger calls “useful things”. Our usefulness is revealed through our ‘handiness’, in the journey
of our collaborative work together. However we also differentiate ourselves from Heidegger, as we do
not see our working ‘each-otherness’ as in any way connected to what Heidegger calls the “horizon of
being”158. In fact we would argue that Heidegger’s ideas around the ‘horizon of being’ provide a
perfectly descriptive definition of the limitations of ‘Western Landscape’ in discussion with Aboriginal
Country. We suggest we are working exmodern (Latin ex = ‘out of’, combined with the English meaning
‘outside of’) because we are not bound by these limitations. Rather, together as collaborators we are able
to move between and within multiple spatialities in ways we would be unable to comprehend as solo
practitioners, resulting in new points of potential which would otherwise be restricted by our respective
individual and cultural conceptions of modernity.

Indeed we see our collaboration as an ongoing

discussion grounded in the work required to move beyond intercultural ‘othering’ altogether. Jim writes,

Jonathan and I discussed the diversity of concepts of worldliness as a means to
understand that which is the ‘fact-reality’ worldliness of ‘all-life’ Country as compared
with that which has been created inside of the colonial-dome of thinking. This dome is
what I call the West’s conditioned thinking that this is the way the world should be, rather
blog, titled Octopussy,154 , portrays a horizontal circular space made from steel wire, suspended by a wagon-wheel of tightly
stretched ‘octopus straps’at head height from trees in a forest and Lendon stands naked inside the work - at the centre with the wire
circle at eye height. Lendon’s definition of exmodernism is governed by what he calls the ‘five cardinal virtues of the exmodern’,
“Exmodernism is characterised by site-specificity, ephemerality, (proto)invisibility, it’s performative (phenomenological), and/or
digital.”154 The first four of these would for example, validate Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s Wrapped Coast, and with the fifth
would describe a vast contingent of contemporary art practice today. However, there is no reference to the specific site of Lendon’s
work or the Aboriginal people whose country the work is made in. Contrary to my conception of working exmodern, I suggest that
Lendon has created a simple and powerful work which, rather, literally evokes the precarious headspace of the Australian
postlandscape mandala.
155
Oguibe, Olu. “’We were there, too.’ The True Location of Ernest Mancoba’s Modernism.” Documenta Magazine 1 (2007) p.138.
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Izett, Erica. “Sitting Down with Indigenous Artists, New Directions in Kardiya Art.” Artlink, 25 2 (2005) p.26-29.
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than thinking outside of its parameters to redefine the world in its natural state. Through
our collaboration we have been able to create a discussion to explore concepts without the
limitations of the West’s angst for [imagined] Paradise. Our discussion has opened our
minds to redefined concepts of a Paradise unwritten, embracing all-life in its fact-reality.
It takes us beyond the written, or imagined Paradise to understand that as humans we are
but one small component of the ONE ‘paradise’ in its fact-reality of all-life. Thus our art
collaboration produces ONE painting-writing immersion with all-life; our shared identity
within it, and of it.159

Differentiated therefore from what Okwui Enwezor calls ‘petit modernity’ and its “translatability into
non-European cultures”,160 I suggest that the idea of ‘working exmodern’ both unlimits and activates the
global intercultural ‘between-space’, the otherwise ‘delimited void’ of perpetual ‘otherness’ identified by
Bourriaud and created by postmodernism. Rather than cementing “postcolonial postmodernism…[as] a
horizontalisation of the planet on which we need to build today,”161 the practice of ‘working exmodern’
operates outside such postlandscaping ideology. By ‘working exmodern’, we reveal that there is no
‘void’ at all, but more significantly the ever-present spatiality for potential intercultural discussion.

Ian North wrote in his 2002 ‘working paper’ titled, star(*)Aboriginality (which is also a response in part
to Tillers earlier assertion of the idea of postAboriginal),

The worlds of the Indigenous and non-Indigenous inevitably overlap…Each may possess
elements incommensurable to the other, to use that Lyotardian term so often deployed for
poetic, politically correct and exclusionary effect…assertions of incommensurability
(with respect to language systems) falsely imply the homogeneity of languages and the
way they are understood by their speakers, just as it denies the everyday if problematic
fact of language translation. An analogy with the situation of art will be apparent.162

While Tillers would probably acknowledge this and no doubt say it is similar in intent to his own
statement, I believe North actually further exposes the intercultural ‘gap’ Tillers attempts to leap with
claims such as, “I much prefer (the) meanings (of translation) to those of that other word recently devalued by overuse ‘appropriation’.

The problem of translation without first learning the ‘others’

languages is obvious.

Ian North continues, “the asterisk represents a yet-to-be written footnote, or a gap suggesting an
unwriteable, forbidden word, one in thrall to a taboo…a blank, a blind spot, an acknowledgement of a
wider unknowing”163 It seems then that the ‘blank’ of Ian North’s ‘star / asterisk’ in his counter159

Kimberley, Jonathan & Everett, Jim. “Working Exmodern.” Conference Paper, 2nd International Imagined Australia Forum,
University of Bari, Italy, 2009.
160
Enwezor, Okwui. ‘Modernity and Postcolonial Ambivalence’, In Altermodern: Tate Triennial Exhibition of Contemporary
British Art (4th : 2009). London: Tate Publishing, 2009.
161
Bourriaud, Nicolas ed., ibid, p. 20.
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North, Ian. starAboriginality. Magill Hawke Institute Working Paper Series No. 20, University of South Australia, 2002, p 13.
163
North, Ian. ibid, p. 4-5.
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postmodern conception. star(*)Aboriginal, poignantly represents the inherent gap of postcolonial and
postlandscape discourse, which I suggest in this thesis, can only be demonstrably annulled by ‘factreality’ real-time intercultural collaborative art practice. For how else will we move beyond what the
asterisk represents?

The ‘gap’, which Tillers has also pre-emptively attempted to bridge with his notion of
‘postAboriginality’164, and which, as North describes, is represented by the apparently unreachable
horizon ‘star’ that ‘optimistic Westernizers’ have so much trouble accepting as unclaimable by landscape
is, against the fact that ‘there is no leap to belonging’165 as a non-Aboriginal person in Aboriginal
Country, a neo-colonial category. Both Tillers and Johnson aim to traverse or articulate this (post)modern
space or ‘gap’ between cultures, yet, as Berque describes, “…we are still only at the frontier of the time
when the Western world, having gone around the Earth and, unlike exoticism, has no more horizon but to
open up, from the interior of itself, to those it had tried to absorb…”166. Therefore I argue that any
intercultural ‘gaps’ (in the sense that North describes with his (*) star) that are in need of translation are
mainly in the persistent Western imaginary, perhaps its sense of loss before Aboriginal Country. This is
why I introduced the term postlandscape, as specifically opposed to Imants Tillers’ ‘postAboriginal’.

But then I don’t believe any of this actually makes much difference on the ground. Not much is easy of
course when it comes to actual collaboration and in terms of non-Aboriginal artists collaborating with
Aboriginal artists it remains a rare occurrence. However, the ‘fact-reality’ remains that if one is not
collaborating, one is simply not collaborating. No matter how many times the semantics are flipped, no
matter how many clever artistic or theoretical ‘interventions’ are made, making work collaboratively is, I
suggest, the most effective ‘way’ through the intercultural ‘between-space’ and an acknowledgement that
there is actually ‘a wider unknowing’ than postlandscape has ever imagined.

The kind of collaboration I have examined in this thesis is critical of dominant strands of modernity and
postmodernity. Current theory167 regarding global modernism tends to vacillate between claims for evernew versions of Utopian convergence and universality, or the recognition that all the world’s cultures
continuously develop their own distinct modernisms. As Ian McLean writes, on one hand “(t)he
reputation of modernism and modernity has not recovered from the devastating critiques of
postmodernism or postcolonialism of the 1980s,”168 and on the other hand, “(t)he critical theories of
postmodernism and postcolonialism have not made modernity any weaker. Indeed, it is stronger than
ever.” 169 While postcolonial artist and theorist “(Rasheed) Araeen distinguishes, between the project of
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‘Eurocentric modernity’ and the ‘universal spirit’ of modernity…”170, it is also inescapable that as
Gwendolyn Wright simply states, “(w)e usually forget that modernism came into being in a world framed
by colonialism…”171. In the Australian context I suggest we now have no excuse but to acknowledge that
this is our inescapable locus: colonialism in perpetuity unless reconfigured by truly open and equitable
intercultural collaboration.

The Australian Art Orchestra’s Crossing Roper Bar, is I contend, one example of ‘working exmodern’.
Crossing Roper Bar is a ground-breaking collaboration between the Australian Art Orchestra (AAO) and
traditional performers of the Wagilak Gujarra/Nyilapidgi people of Ngukurr on the Roper River in
southeast Arnhem Land, led by Paul Grabowsky, Benjamin Wilfred and (the late) Ruby Hunter. As Dr
Aaron Corn writes, it is a salutary lesson in the potential of such collaborative art practice,

Here, there is no complacency to simply accompany the Wagilak Manikay with a
conventional progression of chords, to insist that it conforms to Western ideals of tuning
and timing. Nor is there any musical apartheid where the Wagilak and the AAO take turns
to play their respective bits because of some assumed incompatibility. Through deep
listening, they have cracked each other's codes to create a work that gels musically at a deep
structural level.172

Corn goes on to write, “Crossing Roper Bar is a work of rare integrity in Australia that sets an exciting
new benchmark for artistic dialogues with traditional Indigenous musicians.”173 Crossing Roper Bar is
certainly not “the collaboration to begin all collaborations”174 (musically this has also been achieved by
Warumpi Band and Yothu Yindi for example).

But rather than (post)modernism’s self-proclaimed

relinquishment of any defining perspective, such work is actually beginning to give way to new complex
and liminal collaborative and post-collaborative points of potential, more relevant to the inbetweenness of
global diversity than (post)modernism ever was.

The artistic outcome achieved by ‘working exmodern’ might therefore be described as an afterimage. An
‘afterimage’ traditionally “refers to an image continuing to appear in one's vision after the exposure to the
original image has ceased.”175 In the example of KWM9, the dissolution of Landscape into Country
creates an ‘afterimage’ which, I suggest, resonates amid contemporary discussion of global modernism
and defies current categorisations of artistic authorship, ie: neither Aboriginal nor non-Aboriginal. The
fugitive nature of the ‘afterimage’ makes it difficult to pin down or categorise, indeed difficult to see or
fully comprehend at first. The ‘afterimages’ of KWM9 (the paintings themselves) are literally the residue
of the collaborative ‘work’ of art, enriched by the intercultural ‘misunderstanding’ inherent in ‘working
exmodern’.
170
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CONCLUSION:

Exmodern Afterimage

“Landscape is not a universal object …one should never forget that there were or still are
as many possible relations with the environment, other than landscape, as there were or
are human cultures.”176
Augustin Berque

Conceptions of landscape and modernism are virtually coextensive in terms of westernizing the global
ecumene. Australian postlandscape art has created new intercultural potentialities but where this might
go remains unclear. I have drawn attention to the schism that remains for the majority of non-Aboriginal
artists between their postlandscape intentions and their actual engagement with Aboriginal Country.
Australian postlandscape ideology despite its best intentions remains entrenched in an Old World
European paradigm of landscape which continues to struggle to come to terms with the powerful
discussion being returned by Aboriginal Country.

The trajectory of Western Landscape and now

postlandscape in Australia is virtually synonymous with that of Western modernism and postmodernism.
Here, the fieldwork of postlandscape continues to be presented as the ambivalent ‘value-added
landscape’. However this thesis contends that such ‘modernisation’ assumes synthesis beyond colonial
responsibility, as though the postcolonial global village is the provider of a new divinity absolving its
dedicated followers of responsibility towards those whose Country they are postlandscaping.

Despite the limitations of Christo & Jeanne-Claude’s The Wrapped Coast project, it provided the
conceptual opening or potential unwrapping of postcolonial self-consciousness and the emergence of
non-Indigenous postlandscape art. As I have shown, this began in earnest with Australian artists Imants
Tillers, Tim Johnson and Ian Burn. Pushing into the postlandscape paradigm Tillers, Johnson and Burn
sought an intercultural space for their postconceptual practices, which at the time seemed to resonate for
them with Indigenous art practices. They were indeed seeking a more collaborative ‘way’ in critique of
their own European cultural hegemony. However, such collaboration can only successfully be built on the
long hours of listening and learning required to even begin to engage meaningfully and equitably with
Aboriginal Country. As curator Anthony Bond wrote of Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s, Wrapped Coast,
Little Bay, One Million Square Feet, Sydney, Australia (1969), “There is a close relationship between
(Duchampian) erotic desire177 and our pleasure in reconstructing the world in our mind. Christo’s
wrapped objects encourage this process while exposing the gulf which separates us from complete
possession of the real world.”178. The intercultural ‘between-space’ created by postlandscape will remain
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a neo-colonial presumption until the location of Aboriginal people as Country has been adequately
acknowledged. Postlandscape art practice therefore remains more a self-critique of its own Western
cultural inheritance than the agency capable of voicing a new shared ground of intercultural art practice.
Whatever the historical aspirations of postlandscape, this new genre increasingly looks like neo-colonial
possession of Aboriginal Country by another strategy.

The metaphorical unwrapping of Aboriginal Country (the de-installation of The Wrapped Coast and its
proto-collaborative methods) could have heralded groundbreaking and truly reciprocal intercultural art
strategies. Instead, the postconceptual strategies realized by the majority of non-Aboriginal artists in
response have been remarkably ungrounded or at least limited in their discussion with Aboriginal
Country. Tillers and Johnson may have started conversations but there was no substantial follow through.
In retrospect, postlandscape was a new wave of westernizing ideology which, in typical neo-colonial
manner, ignored its appropriative strategies and justified them through misguided benevolence. The
problem remains: how can non-Aboriginal artists engage more meaningfully within this intercultural
spatiality?

Augustin Berque’s paper, Overcoming the dead ends of modernity (but not reversing it into the dead ends
of ethnocentrism) (2000), illustrates and problematises the central question of this thesis, namely, ‘How
can the Western Landscape Paradigm reconfigure itself for Aboriginal Country?’ Berque wrote,

Contrary to certain postmodern views, there can always be a dialogue between
civilizations, because all civilisations have a common ground: the earthliness which
necessarily founds our bodyhood=worldhood. On the other hand, it also means that no
world order (kosmos) is entitled to erase another ones, because no worldview can be
universal, no history and no territory can be natural, no hegemony can be just and no right
can be absolute…That is, dialogue there must be, because no human being can pretend to
know the truth.179

In conclusion I suggest that the idea of ‘working exmodern’ may be capable of unlimiting what has
previously been thought to be a problematic space ‘in-between’ cultures; activating collaborative
potential beyond postlandscape. As Pinchuk, Berque, McLean, Araeen, Oguibe, Bourriaud and others are
showing us, new theorizations of global modernity require us to reconfigure our presumptions about the
inherent spatiality of both global and local interculture. As mentioned earlier, Nicolas Bourriaud’s
conception of the ‘Altermodern’, as perhaps the most recent attempt, falls short because it reifies
‘otherness’.

Summarized

by

Menéndez-Conde,

“Altermodern

is

marked

by

exodus,

by

deterritorialization, and the nomadic. Staying away from traditions, the new art turns to a strategic
universalism, creating a language which goes beyond nationalisms, or regionalisms.”180 In the context of
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Australia however, where it was introduced by Bourriaud in 2005,181 Altermodernism sounds decisively
postlandscape, merely articulating a heightened state of imaginary Westernizing Utopianism and
reflective not of something beyond these limitations, but another way to avoid engaging meaningfully
with Aboriginal Country.

Conversely, the art of ‘working exmodern’ (intercultural collaboration) can perhaps be best described as
communication

through

open

misunderstanding.

Between

Landscape

and

Country,

artistic

misunderstanding is perhaps the essence of the success of all such artistic dialogue in Australia. However
the active ambivalence required for such creative misunderstanding is entirely different from the benign
ambivalence assumed by Western Landscape’s relationship to Aboriginal Country. The ambivalence of
postmodern or altermodern ‘translation’ (such as in the work of Imants Tillers) is quite different from the
unequivocal reciprocity of exmodern collaboration. In my experience of intercultural collaboration a
surprisingly simple clarity emerges which is not ambivalent about such misunderstanding but instead is
unequivocal in its awareness of it.

As distinct from what Tillers (and Bourriaud) calls ‘interpretation’ through postmodern appropriation, the
collaborative afterimage is a more effective and affective point at which ‘misunderstanding’ becomes
new potential. Bourriaud’s assertion that “Artists are looking for a new modernity that would be based
on translation…a movement connected to the creolisation of cultures and the fight for autonomy, but also
the possibility of producing singularities in a more and more standardized world,”182 seems belated in the
context of Australian intercultural art practice. Rather than a re-interpretation of images (the delineation
of postlandscape), as in the case of Tillers’ perpetual appropriation and juxtaposition of disparate
aesthetic components, or the ‘creolisation of cultures’, I suggest that the idea of the exmodern can better
articulate the potential of intercultural art practices emerging out of the spatiality of global modernism.

Tillers’ ‘translations’ therefore have arguably and significantly generated, but not fulfilled this potential.
Tillers tentative collaboration with Tjakamarra Nelson, while sustained to some extent (nine paintings
over nine years), does not constitute a significant part of his practice. Consequently, Tillers recent work
continues to perpetuate a particular perspectival view despite its intentions, because the work is
ambivalent (postmodern / altermodern) about intercultural collaboration, whereas Tim Johnson’s
continuing collaborative practice, despite no longer being with Aboriginal artists, has generated a more
exciting kind of ‘afterimage’ that projects a proactive immersion into the particular in-betweeness created
and problematised by Australian postlandscape art. Such work acknowledges the perpetual intercultural
potential of working together to articulate the power of ‘lands not yet known’.

Postlandscape however, remains difficult to shift. As discussed, such ‘in-between space’ has been
articulated by many artists, philosophers and theorists, which returns me to a more recent re-conception
of landscape reductiveness that pushes the problematic of postlandscape back into play as both an
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal source of artistic enquiry. Martu artist Yunkurra Billy Atkins makes
181
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‘Altermodern’ was introduced by Bourriaud at the AAANZ conference in Sydney, 2005, ibid, 2005.
Bourriaud, Nicolas, ibid, 2005.
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paintings which at first glance look like naïve figurations / landscapes, as both intercultural
communication and deliberately controlled depictions of the power and cultural danger inherent in his
Country around Jigalong in WA. The same is true of Indigenous artists before him, some of whom I
discussed earlier, most notably Hector Jandany and George Mung Mung from Warmun, and Ngukurr
artists Willy Gudabi and Ginger Riley.

Anthropologist John Carty, who has worked closely with

Yunkurra, suggests:

Unlike most of his peers…Yunkurra has not ameliorated the political problems of
representation by moving further into abstraction. His principal artistic response to the
problems of Martu painting has been to pursue a distinctive take on landscape painting.
…While the landscape genre neutralises, to some extent, the complex politics of
representation in Martu country, the landscapes Yunkurra paints are anything but neutral
objects of aesthetic contemplation. Yunkurra’s artistic complexity is compounded by the
nature of his Country, which encompasses some of the most important and dangerous
sites in the far Western Desert, Julakurru (Durba Hills) and Kumpupirntily (Lake
Disappointment).183

Such intercultural lucidity further illuminates the continuing problematic in the discussion between
Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country. As if describing the origins of the artificial world of
contemporary postlandscape art, James E. Goehring writes, with reference to John Barrell’s The Dark
Side of Landscape: The Rural Poor in English Painting, 1730-1840 (1980)184,

The artificial landscape impressed its vision of the world on those who viewed it. It
filtered into and altered the cultural environment through a subtle process that conformed
the cultural vision of the world to that of the painting. Its power as a cultural medium lay
finally in its ability to “naturalize a cultural and social construction, representing an
artificial world as if it were simply given and inevitable.185

Paradoxically, this describes both the difficult ground and inherent potential remaining in artistic
‘misunderstanding’ between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country.

Yet as Martumili Artists

manager Gabrielle Sullivan writes, “Yunkurra’s artistic practice has always been about more than his own
vision and ambitions.”186 Yunkurra’s approach illustrates the remarkable generosity of spirit with which
many Indigenous artists welcome non-Indigenous participation in Country.

In forging his vision,

Yunkurra’s informal invitation is perhaps similar to the formal one extended to me by Kayili Artists in
2008, in that Yunkurra is inviting us to consider new forms of intercultural artistic relationship: The
studio component of this thesis - KWM9, is one example of taking up this invitation and going one step
183

Carty, John. op cit.
Barrell, John. The Dark Side of Landscape: The Rural Poor in English Painting, 1730-1840. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1980.
185
Goehring, James E. “The Dark Side of The Landscape: Ideology and Power in the Christian Myth of the Desert.” Journal of
Medieval and Early Modern Studies (2003) p.437-438.
186
Sullivan, Gabrielle, in‘Pretty One’, the Art of Billy Atkins, edited by John Carty and Gabrielle Sullivan. Newman: Martumili
Artists, 2010, p.5
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further by collaboratively activating the intercultural ‘in-between’ in order for a more dynamic and
reciprocal discussion to occur.

There is no definitive relationship between the Western Landscape paradigm and Aboriginal Country.
The Landscape paradigm (and despite best intentions, its Postlandscape deconstruction) continues to
create ‘between-space’ that divides the subject from Country. Consequently, Postlandscape remains the
obstacle rather than becoming a praxis that realises the potential for activating the inherent spatiality ‘inbetween’ cultures. Exposing the delimited nature of Postlandscape’s (Postmodernism’s) claimed
relinquishment of any defining perspective, I suggest that work like KWM9 in its collaborative dissolution
of ‘colonial’ ideologies, implicitly recognises ever-present intercultural difference within the perpetual
ecumene of global modernism. Rather than delimit the intercultural ‘in-between’, we seek to activate its
potential in new ways via the practice of ‘working exmodern’.187 The KWM9 paintings themselves are the
afterimages of an ephemeral, yet grounded, collaborative inversion of Postlandscape presumptions;
Country Unwrapping Landscape.

Jonathan Kimberley.
2010
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Kimberley & Everett, op cit.
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Kuluntjarra : Byways and Highways (2009)
synthetic polymer on linen
198 x 198cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley, Ngipi Ward and Nancy Carnegie

Kuluntjarra World Map (installation view)
Jan Manton Art, Gallery 2

Kuluntjarra : World Map (2008)
synthetic polymer on linen
210 x 210cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley, Ngipi Ward, Nancy Carnegie, Pulpurru Davies, Manupa Butler and Norma Giles

Kuluntjarra : Inside Outside (2009)
synthetic polymer and charcoal on linen
210 x 224cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley, Ngipi Ward and Nancy Carnegie

Kuluntjarra World Map (installation view)
Jan Manton Art, Gallery 2

Kuluntjarra : Tjanpi Spinifex (2009)
synthetic polymer and charcoal on linen
120 x 135cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley and Ngipi Ward

Kuluntjarra : Pirru Pirru (2009)
synthetic polymer and charcoal on linen
120 x 135cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley and Ngipi Ward

Kuluntjarra : World Tree (2008)
synthetic polymer on linen
182 x 182cm (overall size)
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley and Ngipi Ward

above Kuluntjarra : Tjanpi (Spinifex) (2009)
synthetic polymer and charcoal on linen
135 x 120cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley and Jodie Carnegie
opposite Kuluntjarra : Kulkapi Karrarn (Desert Oak Sugar) (2008)
synthetic polymer on linen
210 x 150cm
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley, Ngipi Ward, Pulpurru Davies, Nancy Carnegie, Manupa Butler and Norma Giles

Kuluntjarra : Kurrkapi, (Desert Oak) (2009)
Synthetic polymer on linen
152 x 204 cm (2 panels)
Painted by Jonathan Kimberley, Manupa Butler, Nancy Carnegie
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ABSTRACT

Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations) (KWM9) (2008/09) is a series of collaborative
paintings made by Jonathan Kimberley in collaboration with Ngipi Ward, Nancy Carnegie, Norma Giles,
Pulpurru Davies, Manupa Butler, Jodie Carnegie and Paul Carnegie, during numerous journeys over
almost two years in 2008/09 on the shores of the dry salt lake Kuluntjarra, near Patjarr in the Gibson
Desert, Western Australia. The paintings are a work in their own right and in terms of the MFA at UWA,
the studio and written theseis are considered independent components. However on my part the entire
project is seen as integral to questions I have been asking for sometime concerning spatiality between
non-indigenous and Indigenous art practice and specifically between notions of Western Landscape and
Aboriginal Country. It thus relates closely to the question addressed in the written thesis: How can the
(Western) landscape paradigm in Australia reconfigure itself in collaboration with what Tasmanian poet
puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) has called the “fact-reality”1 of Aboriginal Country, through
contemporary art practice?

The title of the exhibition deliberately references the legacy of the controversial appropriation-based
‘discussion’ between Imants Tillers’ provocative work The Nine Shots (1985) and Gordon Bennett’s
response, The Nine Ricochets (Fall down black fella, jump up white fella) (1990), but the actual paintings
do not in any direct way reference either Tillers or Bennett. Tillers considered his appropriations a type of
collaboration—in the case of 9 shots between himself, Baselitz and Michael Nelson Tjakamarra—and
later did actually collaborate with Tjakamarra. Bennett’s response stayed within the circle of
appropriation, and both in their own ways sought to articulate a space between Indigenous and nonIndigenous art (amongst other things). However KWM9 is an attempt to break entirely away from
appropriation of the ‘other’ and rather, through sustained ‘actual collaboration’, investigate this between
space in another way. Thus the reference in the title to Tillers is oblique, and meant to signify an
alternative to his quasi-collaborations that are based on interrelated but, as I argue in the written thesis,
very different criteria.

Kuluntjarra World Map is from my perspective, part of an ongoing artistic critique of my Western
Landscape origins and a unlimiting process in terms of the ‘fact-reality’ of relating in more meaningful
and reciprocal ways with Aboriginal people (Country). One of my aims in collaborating with Indigenous
artists whose identities are by definition inseparable from the Country in which am I living and working,
is to reconfigure my presumptions about landscape spatiality, to release my artistic consciousness from
the claimant ego of Western landscape and to respect the fact that wherever I live and work in Australia is

1

Everett, Jim, Letter to the author, 16th March 2007. . In the context of my previous collaborative project with Jim
Everett, titled meenamatta lena narla puellakanny : meenamatta water country discussion, 2006/07, Everett writes, “My
viewpoint is that I deal with the simple fact-reality, eg. water country connection, that water flows over and through alllife, and the inanimate world. Our collaboration reached this understanding as one shared experience and
discussion…Hence our desire to assert it in any ongoing discussions that address what I call the simple, fact-reality of
being.” Everett's use of the term 'fact-reality' specifically encompasses his conception of Aboriginal Country.
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Aboriginal Country. The paintings themselves were all made primarily ‘out bush’ during numerous
journeys to Lake Kuluntjarra. I am deliberately reinterpreting the European landscape tradition of
working ‘en plein air’. This approach is an integral part of such collaboration. Important from my
perspective is being receptive enough to allow dissolution of what I suggest are currently postlandscape
presumptions about such intercultural art practice and to allow something to shift.
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EXEGESIS

Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations)

The nearness and distance of environmental things among themselves are always
grounded in primary remotion, which is a character of the world itself…I thus use
the word ‘remotion’ to a certain extent in a transitive, active sense: re-moting
[Ent-fernen, etymologically “removing distance”], making distance disappear.2
Martin Heidegger.

To me this is new stories and old stories coming together. We don’t know what the
words are for these paintings yet. Just look at the paintings, you will feel it.3
Jodie Carnegie.

2

Heidegger, Martin, History of the Concept of Time, translated by Theordore Kisiel, Indiana University Press, Bloomington and
Indianapolis, USA, first midland book edition, 1992, p. 227.
3
Jodie Carnegie, in conversation with Jonathan Kimberley, March, 2009, quoted in ‘Jonathan Kimberley with Kayili Artists,
Kuluntjarra World Map’, Jan Manton Art, Brisbane, 29 April – 23 May 2009.
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Delimiting Postlandscape : Being There
The flow of the ‘work’ of art in Patjarr may at first appear to be a conundrum4, but it’s not. The confluent
conditions of working in the heat, the desert sand, the open space, the sometimes dysfunctional
infrastructure of a remote desert community, the distance, the apparently conflicting cultural priorities
between Euro Australian and Aboriginal Australian conceptions of land, environment, ownership,
materiality and connection to Country, can be bewildering… Yet somehow, amid the conflicting
ideologies from outside, and despite the contemporary art world’s myriad misunderstandings about art
made in remote regions, the over-emphasis on black arm band conspiracies, and the under-emphasis on
intercultural equity and truly shared learning, …somehow the work between us artists working together in
the Gibson Desert mysteriously gets done. The paintings ‘come out’ somehow, from each-other and from
Country, both despite and because of the ‘day-to-day’ worlding all around us.

We work. We make camp, we walk, we hunt for tirrnka (goanna), we talk, we cook lamb chops, we sit.
And we sit down and paint, sometimes one alone, sometimes some of us together, sometimes with and
against each other, but always with rhythm and respect and above all the confidence earned with eachother, to ‘try’ something new. Artistic collaboration is one of the things that makes sense here, because
without it, the intercultural truth of the place would make no sense. As Ngipi Ward says, “Yeah, palya,
we go hunting today, painting tomorrow, together.”5

4

See: Watson, Christine, Piercing The Ground, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2003, p.49. – Watson introduces 3 ‘conundrums’ and
discussion of Alberti and Brunelleschi.
5
Ngipi Ward in regular conversation with the author.
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Kuluntjarra World Map (The Nine Collaborations)

Kuluntjarra World Map (The nine collaborations) (KWM9) (2008/09) is a series of collaborative
paintings made by Jonathan Kimberley in collaboration with Ngipi Ward, Nancy Carnegie, Norma Giles,
Pulpurru Davies, Manupa Butler, Jodie Carnegie and Paul Carnegie. The work was made during
numerous journeys over almost two years in 2008/09, on the shores of the dry salt lake Kuluntjarra, near
Patjarr in the Gibson Desert, Western Australia.

The collaborative nature of the studio component of this thesis is integral to the research question (see
below). The views expressed in this exegesis in relation to KWM9 and the overall project working with
Kayili Artists, are entirely my own. My co-collaborators’ perspectives on our work together are rightly
their own to tell.

The KWM9 paintings are a work in their own right and in terms of the MFA at UWA, the studio and
written theses are considered independent components. However on my part the entire project is seen as
integral to questions I have been asking for sometime concerning the space or relationship between nonindigenous and Indigenous art practice and specifically between notions of Western Landscape and
Aboriginal Country. It thus relates closely to the question addressed in the written thesis:

How can the (Western) landscape paradigm in Australia reconfigure itself in collaboration with what
Tasmanian poet puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett) has called the “fact-reality”6 of Aboriginal Country,
through contemporary art practice?

The title of the exhibition, Kuluntjarra World Map : The nine collaborations deliberately references the
legacy of the controversial appropriation-based ‘discussion’ between Imants Tillers’ provocative work
The Nine Shots (1985) and Gordon Bennett’s response, The Nine Ricochets (Fall down black fella, jump
up white fella) (1990), but the actual paintings do not in any direct way reference either Tillers or Bennett.
Tillers considered his appropriations a type of collaboration—in the case of 9 shots, between himself,
Baselitz and Michael Nelson Tjakamarra—and later did actually collaborate with Tjakamarra. Bennett’s
response stayed within the circle of appropriation, and both in their own ways sought to articulate a space
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous art (amongst other things). However KWM9 is, from my
perspective, an attempt to break entirely away from the aesthetic and politics of appropriation and rather,
through sustained ‘actual collaboration’, investigate this so called ‘between space’ in another more
directly engaged way that relates perhaps more closely to Nicolas Bourriaud’s so-called ‘relational
6

Everett, Jim, Letter to the author, 16th March 2007. In the context of my previous collaborative project with Jim
Everett, titled meenamatta lena narla puellakanny : meenamatta water country discussion, 2006/07, Everett writes, “My
viewpoint is that I deal with the simple fact-reality, eg. water country connection, that water flows over and through alllife, and the inanimate world. Our collaboration reached this understanding as one shared experience and
discussion…Hence our desire to assert it in any ongoing discussions that address what I call the simple, fact-reality of
being.” Everett's use of the term 'fact-reality' specifically encompasses his conception of Aboriginal Country as
undisputable and inclusive of all life.
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aesthetics’. Thus the reference in the title to Tillers is oblique, and meant to signify an alternative to his
quasi-collaborations that are based on interrelated but, as I argue in the written thesis, very different
criteria.

At another level (as I also discuss in the written thesis), KWM9 is an attempt to address the important turn
that occurred in Australian art and more specifically Australian landscape art (i.e. the major art genre of
Australian colonialism) with Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s Wrapped Coast, Little Bay, One Million
Square Feet, Sydney, Australia (1969). The art made after this turn I call postlandscape —a term I discuss
more fully in the written dissertation—which refers to the post-conceptual evolution of contemporary
Australian art since Wrapped Coast in the work of artists such as Burn, Johnson, Tillers Bennett and
others. My focus is on a critique of the type of intercultural space that some of these artists sought to map
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous art. By critique I do not intend a negation of their intent to create
an intercultural space, but make an attempt to move beyond what I see as its limits—which I will outline
presently.

Initially focussed on exploring the ‘new-shared ground’ and largely untapped potential for formal
collaborative intercultural art practice between non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal artists in Australia, KWM9
is also emergent as a work which operates outside the residual intercultural anxiety of Australian
postmodernism.

However, KWM9 is primarily a series of collaborative paintings that has grown out of its own set of
artistic and collaborative stimuli in Kuluntjarra Country. It has become an integral part of the ongoing
artistic self-critique of my Western landscape origins and a delimiting agent in terms of the ‘fact-reality’
of relating in more meaningful and reciprocal ways with Aboriginal people (Country) not through theory,
but direct art practice.

One of my aims in specifically collaborating with Indigenous artists (whose identities are by definition
inseparable from the Country in which am I living and working) is to reconfigure my own artistic
presumptions about the occupying spatiality and agency of Western landscape art practice as part of the
broader Landscape Paradigm in Australia. I have discovered that such collaboration is the most effective
way of releasing my own artistic consciousness from the ego of Western landscape. To step back and
allow a kind of non-linear dissolution of the stratifying self, to tune in to each other and to Country and to
allow the painting to come together. This approach is fundamental to me in terms of both collaborative
intent and demonstrating my respect for the fact that wherever I live and work, Australia is and always
will be Aboriginal Country. Important from my perspective is being receptive enough to allow dissolution
of what I suggest are current postlandscape presumptions about such intercultural art practice and
working in remote and regional areas. In this way I am inviting something to shift in not only my own
practice, but also in the landscape (postlandscape) paradigm that my practice inevitably inherits.
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The KWM9 paintings themselves were all made primarily ‘out bush’ during numerous shared journeys to
Lake Kuluntjarra. One of my starting points for the collaboration is a deliberate reinterpretation of the
European landscape tradition of working ‘en plein air’ as a rare excursion or field trip, to one of
consistently working collaboratively in Country as the main focus of the work. This approach is integral
as it parallels the practices of the artists I am working with in terms of the ‘being there’ together being the
priority.

In this sense KWM9 is a demonstrable move beyond what Homi Bhabha calls postmodern ‘between
space’ – something which I suggest Tillers and Bennett so successfully created in Australian art. As
Bhabha writes,

What is theoretically innovative, and politically crucial, is the need to think beyond
narratives of originary and initial subjectivities and to focus on those moments or
processes that are produced in the articulation of cultural differences. These ‘between’
spaces provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal –
that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation,
in the act of defining the idea of society itself. It is in the emergence of the interstices –
the overlap and displacement of domains of difference – that the intersubjective and
collective experiences of nationness, community interest, or cultural value are negotiated.7

KWM9 aims to move on from what Bhabha goes on to call the “…’synchronous and spatial’
representation of cultural difference that must be reworked as a framework for cultural otherness within
the general dialectic of doubling that postmodernism proposes.”8 KWM9 re-values a different kind of
spatiality, one that comes into being through the actual practice of artistic collaboration in Country. This
spatiality simultaneously exists within the day-to-day ‘work’ of making paintings with each other.

Out of Landscape

My personal trajectory as an artist began as a landscape painter, but has since shifted markedly to become
focused on finding ways to make work that is a critical examination of the Western Landscape Paradigm
in the context of post-colonial Australia. I have been working as a professional artist since 1995, which
has included fifteen solo and collaborative exhibitions and numerous group exhibitions (see attached
CV/Bio).

My early work was inspired by the Australian Modernists, Abstract Expressionism and Late-Modernist
Australian landscape painting. However as a student in the late 1980’s, I first saw work by artists from
the western deserts in Mythscapes (1989) at the National Gallery of Victoria. I quickly realized that
engaging with landscape (or abstraction) alone was not enough if I was to have a meaningful artistic
7
8

Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, Routledge, New York, 1994. p. 2.
Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, Routledge, New York, 1994. p. 345.
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dialogue with the country of my birth. So I immediately travelled, at the end of 1989, for the first time to
Alice Springs to find out about the source and the artists making what was immediately recognizable to
me as the most significant and interesting art being made in Australia at the time. My trajectory as a
landscape painter was forever altered and progressively dismantled as both my knowledge of art by
Aboriginal people and of the post-conceptual environment since the early 1970’s in Australia grew.
Indeed it was on that journey to Alice Springs that I first had a half-formed sense that a post-conceptual
idea such as postlandscape would be significant in my artistic understanding of how to engage more
meaningfully and equitably with Aboriginal people (Country). The written component of this thesis in
part explores and critiques these post-conceptual and postmodern trajectories, both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal which are the ground for what I call postlandscape, as well as the theoretical impetus for my
commitment to intercultural collaborative art practice. The artistic impetus is something else altogether.

A sense of place might be universal, but the European landscape paradigm is historical. It gradually
emerged from the original, now largely forgotten, Western idea of the ecumene9 - (pictured for example
in medieval and pre-historic cartography10), which it replaced with a more scientific perspectival vision
that informed the European Age of Empire. Arguably the reformulation of the ecumene (the lived world)
into what I call in this thesis the western landscape paradigm is continuing to be imagined into being as
‘Australia’ today.
In clear contrast for example, to the painting en plein air landscape approach of an artist such as Philip
Wolfhagen, who has said, "Painting outdoors, you're responding to nature, all you can do is tame it. It's
very hard to take ideas about nature any further if you're in nature,"11 I suggest that working
collaboratively with Country (with indigenous people), and/or between Country and Landscape, is an
entirely different matter

Amid, rather than against the ‘discussion’ between Western landscape and Aboriginal Country, the
extended moment of collaborative purpose begins I believe, to recover what has been lost in translation
by the appropriation and theory of what I call in the written thesis postlandscape art. This occurs via the
belief in the transformative power of collaboration, which begins to see the intercultural remoteness of the
‘In-between’ dissipate.

In this way, the claimed relinquishment of any defining perspective by

postmodernism and postcolonialism gives way to a more complex collaborative potential; a collaborative
unlimiting or activation of the content of what Bhabha and other postcolonialists have called intercultural
‘between space’, which I suggest might now be called Exmodern12 spatiality.
9

The word ECUMÉNE (also, oikoumene) comes from the Greek noun "oikos" (home) and the Greek verb "meni" (to live), hence
the ecumene is "the home of all that have life," a philosophical state of being that includes those who lived in the past, who live in
the present, and may live in the future.
10
EG: Hereford Mappamundi, U.K. ; Bedolina Map, rock engraving, Valcamonica, Italy
11
Shining a light on painting outdoors, The Australian Newspaper, April 16, 2010, www.theaustralisn.com.ay/news/nation/shininga-light-on-painting-outdoors/story-e6frg6nf-1225854291557
12
See: Jonathan Kimberley & Jim Everett, Working Exmodern, conference paper, International Imagined Australia Forum,
University of Bari, Italy, 2009 and Jonathan Kimberley, Not My Garden, Open Manifesto #5, p.170-177, www.openmanifesto.net
Note: In Australia, the contemporary ‘fieldwork’ of late-modernism might be described as postlandscape, or as ambivalent
postmodern “value-added landscape”. Such ‘modernisation’ however assumes synthesis beyond colonial responsibility, as though
the postcolonial global village is the provider of a new divinity absolving its dedicated followers of responsibility towards those
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My ongoing project, which I now call The Exmodern World Map, has critically and directly engaged with
contemporary understandings between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country since at least 2004
when I made my first collaborative paintings with Patrick Mung Mung near Warmun in north western
Australia.

The gap is full

My spatial orientation as an artist and even my sense of self as a whitefella Australian have been
significantly reorientated by sustained collaboration with Indigenous artists. Through the specific practice
of collaborative painting and the attendant journey’s involved, I have developed a much clearer
understanding of intercultural spatiality and my location as a non-indigenous artist in the specific locus of
the Aboriginal Country in which I work.

Since 2004, I have combined my solo art practice with making collaborative paintings with a number of
artist colleagues who are Indigenous. Living Water, Travelling Water (2004) in collaboration with
painter Patrick Mung Mung from Warmun in northwestern Australia, was the first formal collaborative
project. Two solo projects which I describe as ‘informal collaborations’ because they were made at the
invitation of the custodians of the Country in which I was working followed; Ur-landscape : Postlandscape (Blue Tier) (2005) from Meenamatta Country in northeast Tasmania which is Jim Everett and
Gloria Andrews’ Country and Travelling Water (Ur-landscape : Post-landscape) (2005) from Gija
Country near Warmun in Western Australia which is Patrick Mung Mung’s Country.

In 2005/06,

Meenamatta lena narla puellakanny (meenamatta water country discussion) became a major formal and
ongoing collaboration, initially over two years, with writer puralia meenamatta (Jim Everett). Not My
Garden (2007), was a solo series investigating the origins of Western mapping in dialogue with the idea
of ‘not yet belonging’ and the problematic continuum of the postcolonial trajectory, was made in my
backyard in Mirriwoong Country, Kununurra, Western Australia. Old New World (2009) expanded on
this discussion including new solo paintings and collaborations with Kayili artists. Kuluntjarra World
Map (The Nine Collaborations) (2008/09), made with Kayili Artists at Patjarr in Ngaanyatjarra Country,
Gibson Desert, W.A. significantly expands my investigation.
On a fundamental level there are many similarities and differences between the three key formal
collaborations, with Mung Mung, Everett and the Kayili artists. In terms of similarity, all are resonant
with an unspoken artistic and personal connection, which is impossible to articulate in words. Hence the
importance of reading the paintings themselves, as the residue of the broader collaborative process, both
explicit and tacit in its agency. Secondly, all have involved spending significant amounts of time together
‘in Country’, both actually making art together and also gaining a shared understanding of each others
whose Country they are landscaping. Exmodern , which I suggest has always co-existed with Modern, is the counterpoint.
Exmodern spatiality is unclaimable precisely because it exists without need of being claimant; a perpetual state of awareness that
modern time has always been mutable and unclaimable.
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practice through simply ‘being there’ together. Driving, walking, talking, camping, hunting, working,
understanding and finding each others’ personal and artistic rhythms and for me particularly, connecting
with the rhythm of each respective region of Country.

The working process in all cases has been fundamentally experimental and has required a significant leap
of faith with each other. There are of course also many differences given the diversity of personalities,
locations and experience. Key differences between the three projects revolve around communication and
language differences, levels of intuitive artistic communication and theoretical discussion. Working with
Jim Everett as a writer and political activist for example, involves much more intellectual discussion
about the generation and context for the work, than with say Patrick Mung Mung or Ngipi Ward. And
while the intuitive artistic process is highly significant in working with Jim, working with Patrick and the
Kayili artists it is undoubtedly the central focus of time spent simply ‘being there’ together, walking the
Country together, working intuitively together, which comes to the fore.
The collaborative process feels natural to me. From a personal artistic perspective, in many ways I am no
more surprised for example, at the way the paintings come together when I am working with Ngipi Ward
for example, than I am by what happens within my own solo paintings when I step back and realise what
I have made. This is despite the fact that I don't know what Ngipi is going to paint over or under my
painting - just as, to some degree, I don't ‘know’ myself what I will paint next. Perhaps it is because my
own way of painting somehow accords with the directness of working in Country. Like the Kayili artists,
I don't make studies, but rather for me the painting (act) IS the painting (object). Therefore when we work
together the collaboration itself is directly realised in its manifestation within the paintings. The
immediacy of working in this way I believe goes to the heart of successful collaboration in Country.
Collaborative elements come together and reveal something new through the process of allowing the
inherent core content of the so-called ‘in-between’ to become apparent and to shift me.
As a result of such sustained collaborative work, painting collaboratively has become common practice
and an integral component of my practice. The commitment required in making such collaborative work
is however by no means an easy path. The personal choices involved in pursuing such work are
inseparable from the inherent responsibilities to each-other that such collaborative commitment entails –
each collaborative relationship is ongoing and each has been seeded through a minimum of two years
working together very closely. We essentially form deeply connected and trusting relationships which
can of course be fraught with misunderstanding as well as full of revelation, as with any significant
relationship.
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Background: Kuluntjarra World Map project
Early in 2008 I was invited to participate as the first artist-in-residence with Kayili Artists, a community
owned (Aboriginal Corporation) art centre, at Patjarr in the Gibson Desert, Western Australia. I had
previously visited Patjarr and met a number of Kayili artists the year before while on a trip to the region
with a colleague. I had raised and discussed the idea of collaboration and a residency with artists in
Patjarr and the manager of Kayili Artists in the previous year.
My MFA research proposal was forming at this time around ideas about expanding artistic discussion
between Western Landscape and Aboriginal Country through a larger investigation of collaborative art
practice and by extension a critique of the history and agency of Western Landscape in this context. The
resultant residency with Kayili artists has included numerous journeys over almost two years so far. The
work produced became the studio component of the thesis.

The genesis of collaborative painting in Patjarr began long before I arrived to work with Kayili Artists.
For artists from Patjarr as in many other remote communities, working together on one painting is
nothing new. The brilliant emergence of the famous Yunpalara Collaboration by Kayili Artists in 2007,
which was shown at the 2007 Perth International Festival and as part of the exhibition Power & Beauty,
curated by Judith Ryan at Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne, 2007/08. Painted by thirteen Kayili
artists, this work was also the first ‘large group’ painting for Kayili. The Yunpalara Collaboration
demonstrates the collaborative confidence already inherent in the art practice of Kayili Artists and is a
contemporary interpretation by those artists of their continuing relationship with each other in
Ngaanyatjarra Country. “Yunpalara (Lake Blair) a large clay pan in the Gibson Desert Nature Reserve is
Coiley Campbell’s country. It was Mr Campbell who applied the first marks to canvas, turning into the
centre piece, the concentric circle in the middle.”13 And similarly with my experience of working with
Kayili Artists, “Initially, not a lot of painting happened but there was lots of hunting. (Then) the ladies all
worked from the edge (of the canvas) inwards and it was Ngipi Ward who broke out and stretched her
coloured tentacles towards the centre.”

The Yunpalara canvas was painted by Coiley Campbell, Mary

Gibson, Ngipi Ward, Patricia Ward, Esther Giles, Janie Ward, Matjiwa Jones, Gumbaya Girgiba, Norma
Giles, Dorothy Ward, Margaret Jennings, Pulpurru Davies.

My approach throughout the development and research for this thesis has been to question the ability of
the Western landscape paradigm to relate to Aboriginal Country, and specifically Lake Kuluntjarra in
Ngaanyatjarra Country.

I openly acknowledge that my knowledge of Ngaanyatjarra Country and

language is in its early stages of forming and I am drawing on the experience of my past 15 years or so
living and working in other remote and regional Aboriginal communities including Warmun (Gija
Country) in the north of Western Australia, and Meenamatta Country in the north east of Tasmania – to
be able to approach and develop this work in a meaningful way. As anthropologist John Carty has

13

Kayili Artists Aboriginal Corporation, Canvas Project, Kayili Artists website: http://www.kayili.com.au/kayili_projects.aspx
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written, “There is no leap to belonging”14 (as a non-Aboriginal person in Aboriginal Country). From my
perspective nothing supplants ‘being there’ in collaboration with the people whose Country it is, which
both demonstrates and addresses what is in truth a long and deeply rewarding shared journey to
belonging.

When Andrew McNamara describes Aboriginal art as, “…an apprehensive engagement, both wrenched
and wrenching; nonetheless, this is how Aboriginal art seeks to convey the continuity of its difference,
and difference of its continuity to the uninitiated”15, he seems to fall into the trap of perpetual postcolonial
complicity of ‘the in-between’.

In complete contrast, the entire project of Kuluntjarra World Map : The

Nine Collaborations, to me causes the remoteness of the Gibson Desert to disappear. Remoteness (the
twin of ‘Otherness’) is simply dissolved by collaborative participation.

In my experience working collaboratively, and specifically with Kayili Artists, our collective reasons for
doing so are perhaps analogous with those that Andrew McNamara describes in his essay, The Aboriginal
Medium: Negotiating the Caesura of Exchange (2001). He writes,

No doubt processes of inscription—song, dance or visual art—remain socially and culturally
sustaining (for Aboriginal people). Social reproduction relies upon renewed inscription of the
Dreaming, which is almost akin to the medium of social continuity and reproduction. The
perpetuation of the process is central. Hence, the frequently noted implication that issues and
considerations of making, or inscription, retain priority in Aboriginal appropriations of new
media forms, including art, and that they do so at the expense of a more familiar Western
concern with the completed, finite work and its associated notions of individual
authorship”.16

It seems clear that while we differ in our respective knowledge of Country, Kayili artists are open to new
interpretations of Lake Kuluntjarra Country which are inclusive of non-Aboriginal interpretation of that
Country also. In fact in all of my similar collaborative experience I have consistently been invited to
participate and have been guided expertly as to the appropriate way to do so. The key is always to
approach Country with no preconceptions. I suggest this is the main impediment to be overcome by the
Western Landscape Paradigm when it comes to relating more reciprocally with Aboriginal Country.
That is to say that my role as a student of, particularly Ngipi Ward and Nancy Carnegie (who’s Country
Lake Kuluntjarra is part of), but also the other Kayili artists and by extension Lake Kuluntjarra Country
itself, is primarily in the role as ‘listener’; and specifically as a non-initiated whitefella who claims no
traditional knowledge or ‘ownership’ of Country – but rather, one who is open to whatever finds its way
14

Carty, John, No Leap to Belonging, unpublished essay on my collaborative practice, 2008.
McNamara, Andrew, The Aboriginal Medium: Negotiating the Caesura of Exchange, In Hent de Vries, & Samuel Weber (Eds.)
Religion and Media, pages 487-513. Stanford University Press, 2001, p. 26-27.
16
McNamara, Andrew, The Aboriginal Medium: Negotiating the Caesura of Exchange, In Hent de Vries, & Samuel Weber (Eds.)
Religion and Media, pages 487-513. Stanford University Press, 2001, p. 2-3. (Note, McNamara quotes, 4 E. Michaels, “PostModernism, Appropriation and Western Desert Acrylics,” in Rex Butler, ed., What is Appropriation?, (Brisbane & Sydney: Power
Publications/IMA, 1996), 224, n. 2.)
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into the work and myself, from Country. Certainly what I bring to the work and to Country of myself is
also relevant. This of course includes the Western Landscape paradigm, but increasingly I believe it is a
reconfigured version. I suggest this could be described as something like Unlandscape - unconcerned
about claiming territory, nor necessarily for that matter, individual artistic ground.

By listening and working together, as artists we are able to open the way to combining ‘knowledge’ of the
history of Western world mapping with that of Ngaanayatjarra ‘knowledge’ of Kuluntjarra Country. I
openly acknowledge that my learning will always be limited by my not being a Ngaanyatjarra person and
I have nevertheless been welcomed to work in Kuluntjarra Country with the trust and guidance earned by
working with Kayili artists on their terms over an extended period of time, which respectfully is exactly
where I wish to be.

Brief history of the development of the collaborative project with Kayili Artists

The initial aim of the residency with Kayili Artists was to attempt a collaborative painting between
myself and those Kayili artists who wanted to participate. The project began as a way of opening up
intercultural dialogue and stimulating new discussions and possibilities for Kayili artists and myself.
Artists at Kayili had previously had little direct experience working with artists from outside the western
desert and I had little previous experience working with artists from Ngaanyatjarra lands.

While many artists would consider such an opportunity to work in this way a rare privilege, the open and
welcoming attitude of Kayili artists and my previous experiences of collaborating and working with
artists in various remote communities17, means that to me it was very similar to attempting any
collaboration with any other artists elsewhere. It is simply part of the ‘fact-reality’ of learning about
Country. The difference in this instance was that a larger number of artists were interested in attempting
collaborative work with me.

So in July / August 2008 I travelled to Patjarr, located on the edge of the Gibson Desert Nature reserve to
begin the project.

From the art centre’s perspective, the project was envisaged as a new component in Kayili Artists overall
strategy of skilling artists, introducing new artistic approaches and widening the scope of artistic
expression.

The key aim of stage one of the residency was to introduce and facilitate reciprocal

intercultural engagement and to encourage discussion and new thinking around the concept of making
collaborative work with an artist from outside the community.

Stage one consisted of a multifaceted 15 days of discussions, concept and project development and
facilitation, as well as artistic participation in the first experimental collaborative painting at a camp near

17

See biog attached
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Patjarr. The two weeks required a particularly flexible management and participation schedule in order to
adapt to the day-to-day activities of artists, the art centre and the small community of Patjarr.

Due to the common difficulty in remote communities of arranging meetings of all artists / stakeholders at
once, and despite attempts to arrange such meetings, discussions with artists and other community
members including the council chairperson were necessarily held sporadically throughout my time in
Patjarr. These opportunities often occurred amidst bush trips, art centre business, painting, family and
community business, and alongside conservation and land management meetings and other business in
the community. This process catered well to the fluid nature of remote community life, however, it led
to some initial misunderstandings about the project amongst some artists, such as financial arrangements
and ways of working together. These misunderstandings were worked through effectively and by the end
of the two weeks there was consensus amongst artists about the potential benefits of an artist-in-residence
project, as well as a clearer understanding of some of the potential difficulties to overcome during the
project, including:
- Language barriers and communication
- Cross-cultural time management and prioritising of activities.
- Conceptual development and implementation of program / process.
These discussions included which artists might and might not be interested in working with an artist-inresidence and how such experience could be either a direct and immediate engagement, or something
which might evolve over time.

The key successes during my first visit were:
- Developing the project idea with the art centre managers and beginning to lay down the framework for
what such a residency program might look like into the future,
- Establishing the seed of the idea in the minds of artists and the broader community of Patjarr as a point
for continuing community discussion,
- Commencement of an experimental collaborative artwork between myself (as the artist-in-residence)
and a number of Kayili Artists including: Pulpurru Davies, Ngipi Ward, Manupa Butler, Nancy Carnegie
Tjungapi, Jackie Giles, Fred Ward.

Over the two weeks of the project’s initial stage there was extensive and productive discussion between
myself and art centre managers around what an artist-in-residence program in Patjarr might consist of and
what it would require in order to be developed successfully.

This included potential programs,

infrastructure, formats and time periods for visiting artists, impacts and benefits for the community, as
well as potential artists who might be invited (both nationally and internationally) and the first draft of a
written framework for the implementation of such a program.
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Initially there were ongoing dialogues both formal and informal, with artists including, Pulpurru Davies,
Ngipi Ward, Manupa Butler, Nancy Carnegie Tjungapi, Jackie Giles, Fred Ward and emerging artist Gary
Ward. Later other artists joined the group.

I was invited to participate as the first artist-in-residence with Kayili Artists. This component was
essentially intended by Kayili Artists as a pilot project, gauging responses from local artists, the
community and art centre as to the suitability of inviting artists to participate as artists in residence.

The development of the first collaborative artwork was intended as an introductory component to ways of
working together with an artist in residence. While my time working specifically as an artist during this
first stage was limited by facilitation and project development, it was planned that this component
become the central focus for my second visit later in the year. Despite having just four clear painting days
in initiating this collaborative work, strong progress was made on a large collaborative multi-panel
canvas, particularly by and with four key artists (as noted above) over the two weeks.
My subsequent visits focussed on my presence as artist-in-residence and on the collaborative
development of KWM9, which entailed many shared journeys to work at Lake Kuluntjarra over a period
of almost two years in 2008 / 2009. The project grew and came to fruition over numerous journeys,
painting, discussing, hunting, camping, working together around Lake Kuluntjarra. The impetus for the
project continues today through the support of three changes of management at Kayili Artists and with
the strength and conviction of all artists involved.

The finished paintings were first exhibited as Kuluntjarra World Map at Jan Manton Art in April 2009,
which was an opportunity generated by Kayili Artists participation in Optimism at GOMA Brisbane in
February 2009 and Jonathan Kimberley’s representation by Jan Manton Art. A selection of work was also
shown as part of a joint exhibition with solo work by Jonathan Kimberley inspired by the collaboration, at
Bett Gallery Hobart titled, Old New World in September 2009. The work is now presented in full as
Kuluntjarra World Map : The nine collaborations, at the Art Deco Palace Mildura.. The exhibition is
presented in partial fulfilment (studio component of the thesis) of Jonathan Kimberley’s Master of Fine
Arts at the University of Western Australia and in consultation with Kayili Artists, Gibson Desert, W.A.

Jonathan Kimberley
2010
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Working in Tasmania, Patjarr (Gibson Desert) WA., Mildura, Vic.
Research in Berlin, London, Valcamonica, Italy.
Working in Tasmania, Patjarr (Gibson Desert) WA, and Valcamonica, Italy.
Research in Italy, Switzerland, UK – incl Centro Camuno Di Studi Preistorico, Valcamonica.
Residency, Kayili Artists, Patjarr - Gibson Desert, W.A.
Master of Fine Arts, University of W.A. (in progress)
Working in Hobart, Perth, Patjarr - Gibson Desert & South Africa.
Master of Fine Arts, University of W.A. (in progress)
Working / Research in Ezekaya, Limpopo Province and Johannesburg, South Africa.
Residency, Ezekaya Artists, Ezekaya, Limpopo, South Africa
Residency, Kayili Artists, Patjarr - Gibson Desert, W.A.
Working in Kununurra, W.A & Melbourne, VIC.
Working in Tasmania & Kununurra.
Research: Paris, Cologne, New York, Tokyo, Kyoto.
Working in Tasmania & Kununurra / Warmun, WA.
Working in Tasmania
Residency, Neds Corner Station, Victoria.
Working in Kununurra.
Warmun Art Centre - Founding Manager, Warmun Community (Turkey Creek) W.A.
Working in Melbourne.
Residency, Palimpsest #1, Mildura Regional Gallery.
Working in Melbourne.
Research: Alice Springs and Darwin.
Working in Melbourne & Western Australia.
Working / Research: Northwestern Australia (6 months)
Relief Art Centre Manager, Warlayirti Artists, Balgo Hills W.A.
Working in Melbourne.
Project Officer, Artmoves Inc., Melbourne.
Residency, Korowa School, Melbourne (6 months)
Working / Research: Western Australia (10 months)
Event Management, Melbourne.
Working / Research: Alice Springs.
Port Jackson Press, printmaking assistant, Melbourne.
B.A. (Fine Art), RMIT University, Melbourne
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